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ABSTRACT

With the increasing complexity of functions on a single MOS chip., precision analog

circuits implemented in the same technology are in great demand so as to be integrated

together with digital circuits. The future development of MOS data acquisition systems

will require precision on-chip MOS voltage references. This dissertation will probe two

most promising configurations of on-chip voltage references both in NMOS and CMOS

technologies.

In NMOS, an ion-implantation effect on the temperature behavior of MOS devices is

investigated to identify the fundamental limiting factors of a threshold voltage difference as

an NMOS voltage source. For this kind of voltage reference, the temperature stability on

the order of 2Qppm/°C is achievable with a shallow single-threshold implant and a low-

current, high-body bias operation.

In CMOS, a monolithic prototype bandgap reference is designed, fabricated and tested

which embodies a curvature compensation and exhibits a minimized sensitivity to the pro

cess parameter variation. Experimental results imply that an average temperature stability

on the order of \0ppm/°C with a production spread of less than \0ppm/°C is feasible over

the commercial temperature range.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

Subscripts £/, £, D and B on the following symbols stand for unimplanted, enhancement,

depletion and double-implant, respectively.

A Emitter area ratio.

Cox Gate oxide capacitance per unit area, eox/hx-
Eg Si energy gap.

Exl Linearly-extrapolated Si energy gap at Q°K.
IQ Temperature-independent bias current.

Is Reverse saturation current.

Ib.ex Base, emitter or collector current.

ID Bias current of VBE.

lT PTAT(Proportional To Absolute Temperature) bias current.

kT/q Thermal voltage, =26mK at 300"/:.

KVT PTAT correction voltage.

FV} PTATS(PTAT Squared) correction voltage.
n Exponent in the mobility temperature variation of 7"".

n, Intrinsic concentration, =1.4xl010cm~3 at 300°#.
NQ Bulk dopant concentration.

Nai Enhancement acceptor implant density.

Nj, Depletion donor implant density.

Npeak Peak carrier density in the channel at threshold.
q 1.6xlO-,9Cou/.
Qd Depleted charge density per unit area at threshold.

Q, Implanted charge density per unit area.

Qu Fixed charge at the Si-Si dioxide interface.

QB Total built-in base charge per unit area.

rb Base resistance of one unit transistor cell.

t0x Gate oxide thickness.

T Temperature in °K.

VBE Emitter-base or base-emitter potential.

VK\ Linearly-extrapolated Si bandgap voltage at 0°K.
Vgi Quadratically-extrapolated Si bandgap voltage at 0°K.
Vm Gate-source voltage mismatch of a pair of IGFET's.

VQ Bandgap voltage for the internal bias purpose.

V0i Offset voltage of an op amp.



Vn.f Output reference voltage.

V,i, Gate threshold voltage.

VGS Gate to source voltage.

VSB Source to bulk body bias voltage.

VT Thermal voltage kT/q.
X\ Depth of the maximum potential point.

Xd Depth of the depletion edge at threshold.

X, Depth of the enhancement implant.

Xj Depth of the depletion implant.
a Exponent in the bias current temperature variatian of 7°.

/3 Current gain of bipolar transistors.

y 4—n where n == 3/2"5/2.
€s Permittivity of Si, =10",2F/cm.
€0x Permittivity of the gate oxide, =3.5xlO~I3F/c/n.
JL Average channel mobility.

<t>bl Channel to bulk built-in potential at threshold.

<t>E Channel to bulk built-in potential in enhanceme it devices.

<t>D Channel to bulk built-in potential in depletion devices.

<PX Potential drop from the maximum potential point to the surface.

Unless otherwise specified, the following data are employed for numerical calculations

Q.E 2xlOnc»r2,

Q,D 6xlOncm-2,

Na 5xl0,4cm-3,

Na, 5xl0,5cm-3,

N* 1017cm"3,

X, 400/im ,

Xj 60nm ,

fax 100/im and

Ysb SV .

VI



CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

To meet the growing integration trend of analog and digital LSI functions, the

development of precision analog components has been accelerated in MOS technology [11.

An essential element of the analog and digital interface function is a voltage reference to

control the scale factor of conversion. The absolute accuracy of data conversion systems is

limited by the accuracy of the voltage references used in the systems. The temperature sta

bility of a reference source is a key factor in the accuracy of the overall data acquisition

function. In reality, the performance of voltage references has not been able to catch up

with those of other data acquisition functions. Therefore, the ability to integrate an entire

data acquisition function within a single MOS VLSI chip is contingent upon the ability to

realize an MOS-compatible voltage reference with a very low temperature drift.

This thesis explores the best-performing configurations of on-chip voltage references

both in NMOS and CMOS technologies. In the first part (Chapter 2), an analysis of the

effect of ion-implantation on the IGFET threshold temperature drift is presented, and sim

ple design equations for predicting the threshold voltage temperature coefficients of

implanted devices relative to those of unimplanted devices are developed. In the second

part (Chapters 3, 4 and 5), a precision curvature-compensated switched-capacitor bandgap

reference is described which employs a standard digital CMOS process and achieves a tem

perature stability significantly lower than has previously been reported for CMOS circuits

without critical trim requirements. The theoretically achievable temperature stability of the

reference output approaches \Qppm/°C over the commercial temperature range utilizing a

straight-forward room temperature trim procedure and the estimated production spread is

less than \0ppm/°C. Experimental data from monolithic prototype samples are presented

which fit the theoretical predictions reasonably well.



1.1. Historical Research Survey

Since its introduction by Widlar [21, the bandgap referencing technique has been

applied for implementing a voltage source in bipolar integrated circuits. The temperature

stability of a bandgap reference has been continuously improved via new circuits and tech

nology innovation such as acurvature compensation and a laser trimming [3l-[6l.

In NMOS technology, however, due to the lack of a forward-biased diode, the

bandgap referencing scheme is not directly applicable. To date, the only technique actually

utilized commercially for implementing NMOS reference sources has been based on

developing the difference between the threshold voltages of two devices with different

implants in the channel [71-[81. The temperature stability of such a voltage source depends

on the details of the effect of the channel implant on the temperature coefficient of the

device threshold. The temperature variation of the uniformly-doped device has been stu

died by many authors [9l-[lll. The temperature dependent behavior of the depletion dev

ice was analyzed by Gaensslen and Jaeger, numerically [121 and analytically [131. Their

work emphasizes the low temperature carrier freezeout phenomena and is not suitable for a

circuit application in the commercial and military temperature ranges.

In CMOS technology, the bandgap referencing technique has been directly applied

[141-[151 and many versions of on-chip voltage references have been introduced during the

past few years [161-117] using the well-known bipolar bandgap referencing technique. The

flat-band voltage difference [181 resulting from different gate materials and the work-

function difference [19] resulting from different gate dopings have also been proposed as

reference sources. Unlike the bipolar implementation of a bandgap reference, however, the

development of a high performance CMOS bandgap reference has been hindered by several

factors such as the peculiarities of the bipolar devices available in a standard CMOS process,

the high offset and drift of CMOS op amps that make up the circuit as well as the inherent

curvature problem in the bandgap reference.



Table I summarizes the features of the several voltage reference works published in

the chronical order. Note that the high performance in the bipolar reference is achievable

through the use of thin film resistors and a laser trim technology. Due to the lack of these

features and the existing problems unique to CMOS, a high-precision CMOS voltage source

has been unattainable.

TABLE I

HISTORICAL SURVEY

Tech. Author Kef

OO

T.C.

(ppm/°C)

Feature Correct Noise

UiV)

Bipolar Widlar 200 Thin film 1st 40

(1971) (-55-125° C) order (\00kHz)
w Kujik 9.118 4 Thin film

n

70

(1973) (0"60° C) Laser tr.
m

it Brokaw

(1974)

2.5 5-60

(-55-125° C)

» M

-

n

Palmer

(1981)

5 2.2
n

2nd

order

-

it Meijer

(1982)

1.158 0.45

(-25*85° C)

Ni-Cr
•t

-

NMOS Blauschild

(1978)

3.167 4.9

(-55*125° C)

- - 200

(10kHz)

CMOS Tsividis

(1978)

1.105 100 Weak inv. 1st

order

-

* it

(1979)

1.2 70

(0*60° C)

p well

Weak inv.

a

-

»

Vittoz

(1979)

1.3 110

(-50*100° C)

* •t

-

it Gregorian

(1981)

l.ru 40

(0"70° C)

p well it



CHAPTER 2

THRESHOLD VOLTAGE DIFFERENCE AS

AN NMOS VOLTAGE SOURCE

2.1. Introduction

Ion-implantation has been widely employed to adjust the threshold voltage of MOS

transistors made on low conductivity substrates. The only commercially available NMOS

voltage source relies on the threshold voltage difference of two devices with different thres

hold implants. However, the temperature variation of device characteristics associated with

the channel implantation has not been fully understood. This chapter begins with an

analysis of the temperature variations of the four types of implanted devices typical of those

available in NMOS technology and the theoretical results are compared with experimental

data. In this analysis, only the relative temperature variations of the implanted devices with

respect to the unimplanted devices are considered.

In Section 2.2, the general threshold condition of IGFETs is described and, assuming

the channel is gradual, the one-dimensional Poisson's equation based on a depletion

approximation is solved for general non-uniform doping profiles. Also, the built-in potential

difference and its effect on the threshold voltage temperature variation of the implanted

devices will be discussed. In Section 2.3, the threshold voltage shifts resulting from vari

ous channel implants are calculated based on the threshold definition described in Section

2.2. In Section 2.4, using the analysis of Section 2.3, simplified explicit expressions for the

temperature coefficients of the implanted devices relative to those of the unimplanted dev

ices will be developed using a step profile approximation. In Section 2.5, the validity of the

depletion approximation is discussed and, in Section 2.6, experimental results are compared

with the theoretical results developed in Section 2.4.
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Fig. 2.1. N-channel Si-gate IGFET.



2.2. Threshold Voltage of IGFET's and its Temperature Dependence

The profile of an n-channel insulated gate field effect transistor (IGFET) is shown in

Fig. 2.1. The heavily /?+-doped poly-Si gate is isolated from the substrate by the

thermally-grown thin Si-oxide layer. The energy band diagram of the MOS system of Fig.

2.1 is illustrated in Fig. 2.2(a). As the gate voltage is increased above the flat-band vol

tage, the field at the surface of the Si increases and the energy band begins to bend. In the

surface region, the majority carriers (holes) have been depleted and generation of carriers

will therefore exceed recombination. The generated hole-electron pairs are separated by

the field, the holes being swept into the bulk and the electrons moving to the oxide-Si

interface where they are held because of the oxide energy barrier. The IGFET threshold

voltage is def ned as a potential drop from the gate to the substrate when a certain number

of carriers exist in the channel. At this time, the potential drop from the point where

potential is maximum to the substrate is defined as a built-in potential <t>bl as shown in Fig.

2.2(b).

2.2.1. IGFET at Threshold

For a long-channel MOS transistor, the gate-substrate potential drop at threshold is

the sum of the potential drop V0x across the gate oxide and the potential 4>0c-0) at the

surface. That is,

V* " Par + GOr-O) . (2.1)

The potential drop across the gate oxide is also given by

Vox m VFB - —— - <|>iW5 - —— (2.2)
*~ox <~ox <~ox

where Qd is the space-charge density per unit area, Cox is the gate oxide capacitance per

unit area, and VFB is the flat-band voltage which is determined by the metal-semiconductor
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Fig. 2.2. Energy-band diagram : (a) at flat band and
(b) at threshold.
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work function difference 4\Ws and the fixed interface charge per unit area Qay etc.. From

Fig. 2.2(a), the metal-semiconductor work function difference &ms is simply

<D(^) - 0 and d*{x)
dx *-A'

where 4>.w and 4\<r are the work functions of the gate and the substrate, Efg and Efs are the

potential difference from the oxide conduction-band edge to the Fermi potentials of the

gate and the substrate, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.2(a), and /V^ and Na are the

dopant concentrations of the gate and the substrate, respectively.

Assuming charge neutrality beyond the depletion edge and neglecting minority car

riers, the one-dimensional Poisson's equation and the boundary conditions in the Si bulk

are

£*1*L - _ JL N{x) f (2.4)
dx2 €,

where Xd is the depletion region edge and N{x) is the total charge density as a function of

depth from the Si surface. The solution of (2.4) is

.T X

<D(jc) - _ JL [x$N{t)dt - ftN(t)dt) . (2.5)

The depleted charge density per unit area at threshold is also given by

Qd Q f Nix)dx
o

(2.6)

where the negative sign indicates the polarity of the space charge left over after the free

carriers are depleted.



2.2.2. Channel-to-Bulk Built-in Potential

The channel-to-bulk built-in potential is defined as the potential difference between

the peak potential of the conducting channel and the substrate potential. The potential

with reference to the intrinsic Fermi level is a logarithmic function of the electron concen

tration so that

♦Or) - JSL ta £kl (2 7)
q rii

where n Or) is the electron concentration at x. The definition of the built-in potential coin

cides with the definition of the peak-carrier density in the channel at threshold.

For the unimplanted (uniform channel doping) device without the body bias, the

built-in potential between the maximum potential point in the channel and the bulk at

threshold has traditionally been defined as the strong inversion value of

kT. Nt*fc - ^ In -5- . (2.8)

The same definition has been extended previously to the implanted devices [20]-[21]. This

definition is equivalent to defining the threshold condition as that condition in which the

concentration of electrons in the channel at the maximum potential point is the same as the

concentration of holes in the bulk.

The built-in potential in the non-uniformly doped devices with channel implantations

has been defined in two different ways. One definition is

*£ ,n f^M Q9)

where NJopeil is the actual dopant density at the potential maximum point [22]-[24]. The

other definition is

♦fc_iElB«**>i (2.10)
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where N(X-Xd) is the dopant density at the edge of the depletion region [25]-[27]. Equa

tion (2.10) is only valid when the implantation is deep and the body bias is low, and it coin

cides with (2.8) as far as the depletion region extend beyond the implantation depth.

Equations (2.9) and (2.10) heavily depend on the depletion approximation and the strong

inversion condition. Usually, it results in a high channel conductance at threshold. The

generalization of the above definition leads to

<bb, - —In—£-3— (2.11)

where A^ is the peak electron density in the channel at threshold.

The above definitions are based on an arbitrary definition of the strong inversion.

There is no way to define the threshold condition analytically other than the definitions

mentioned. We can not say which one is better than the others absolutely. As a rule of

thumb, however, the peak carrier density yv^. is defined as equal to the bulk doping con

centration Na. Whatever the definitions are, the calculated threshold voltages are close to

each other due to the logarithmic relation as indicated by (2.7).

2.2.3. Threshold Voltage Temperature Dependence

The threshold voltage temperature dependence of the unimplanted IGFET has been

investigated in many works [9]-[ll], [28]-[30], especially at low temperature [31]-(33].

Assume the fixed interface charge is independent of temperature, the differentiation of

(2.1) with respect to temperature yields

(2.12)
X ui at

for the unimplanted device.

The second term of (2.12) is adjustable by increasing the body bias and scaling down

the gate oxide. However, the major contributions are from &Ms and 4>6|. Therefore, the

dVlh d*M5 1 dQd d<t>bl

Cox dT dTdT dT
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direct dimension scaling of MOS devices does not scale the temperature drift of Vlh. This

may pose a problem in the low supply voltage operation of scaled MOS devices. From

(2.11) and (AIL16), the built-in potential temperature dependence is given by

dT T l bl q g dT} qS

T KVbl q= ± <** " T *,i>

where the linearly-extrapolated Si energy gap Eg\ at Q°K is

T dE*£g\ *" Eg "" ' ~~jf

= 1.205 eV for T-300°K .

For the substrate doping of ^a-5xl0,4cm'"3, the temperature drift of the built-in potential

is approximately

i£s.j - JL (*t, - 1.205) (2.14)
dT \T0 T0

~ 3^(0.545-1.205)

= -2.2 mV/°C for N^ - Na - 5xl014 cm-3 .

The metal-semiconductor work function difference 4>a/s in (2.3) assumes the same form as

<t>bl in (2.11) and therefore its temperature drift is

**£L - -JL (0.862-1.205) (2.15)
dT t0 T0

= 1.14 mV/°C for N^ 1020 cm~3 .

The space-charge density Qd is proportional to (<&*, + VSB)Vl where P$* is the source-to-

bulk body bias. Therefore, we obtain
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dQd Qd d<bhl
dT 2Cox&b, + VSB) dT

[2xl.6xl0-|9xlQ-12x5xl014(0,545 4- VSB)]V:
* 2x3.5xlO"8(0.545+^) *(~2'2 mVl°C)

=s 0.52 mV/°C for VSB-0 V

= 0.17 mV/°C for KSfl - 5 K

(2.16)

where (AI.6) is used for the approximation. Also note that the temperature variation of

Qd decreases as VSB increases.

Based on the above simple analysis from (2.12) to (2.16), the temperature coefficient

of Vlh is estimated by

-jjt = 1.14-0.54-2.2 - -1.6 mV/°C for VSB-0 V (2.17)

= 1.14-0.17-2.2 - -1.23 mV/°C for VSB - 5 V .

The above estimations are close to the experimentally observed temperature coefficients of

the unimplanted devices. Specifically, the body bias effect on the threshold temperature

variation fits well with the experiment.

2.3. Threshold Voltage Shifts by Ion-Implantations

In a typical enhancement/depletion NMOS technology, up to four types of devices are

available depending on the dopant profiles as shown in Fig. 2.3. Using a depletion approxi

mation, the dopant density, the space charge, the field distribution and the potential distri

bution at threshold for the enhancement device and the depletion device are illustrated in

Fig. 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. At threshold, the surface of the enhancement-mode device

is depleted of mobile free carriers, and minority carriers start to build up due to the polarity

inversion at the surface where the potential peaks. In the depletion-mode device, a
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Fig. 2.3. Illustration of the four basic types of devices in NMOS
technology. Dopant profiles of (a) unimplanted, (b)
enhancement, (c) depletion and (d) doubly-implanted
devices.
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conducting channel is already formed by the depletion implant. Therefore, at flat band

condition, there still exists a conducting channel under the surface. These free carriers

must be cleared by pulling down the gate voltage. At threshold, the implanted conducting

channel is depleted and the pinch-off condition occurs. The potential peaks at the subsur

face as shown in Fig. 2.5(d) and free electrons accumulate at this peak potential point.

The threshold voltage shifts resulting from various channel implants are described for

the enhancement device in numerical forms [25]-[26], [34] and in analytic forms [21], [27]

and [35], for the depletion device in numerical forms [20], [36]-[37] and in analytic forms

f!22]-[24], respectively. In the following subsections, the equations describing the threshold

voltage shifts resulting from the enhancement-type and the depletion-type channel implants

are derived based on the depletion approximation discussed in Section 2.2.

it.3.1. Enhancement-Type Implantation

The threshold voltage of the unimplanted device is shifted due to the enhancement

implant by

AK* - ±*bl-LQd/C0x (2.18)

where A4>6, is the built-in potential difference of the enhancement device and the unim

planted device at threshold and is given from (2.11) by

A**, - 4>£ - <*</ - -^ to'jFS*=L (219)

and LQj, the depleted charge difference between them at threshold, is

XdE . XdU

LQd - QdE ~Qdu - " Qf \Nm{x)+Nm\dx +q\ Nadx . (2.20)
0 l * 0

The depletion region edges of the enhancement device and the unimplanted device, XdE

and XdU, respectively, can be obtained implicitly from the following relations ;
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*JE

*e+ VSB - -2- f x\Nai(x)+Na\dx (2.21)

4>l + K™ - -*• f x/Vfldc (2.22)-*• fxNadx

where 4>£ and <t>u are the built-in potentials of the enhancement device and the unim

planted device, respectively.

2.3.2. Depletion-Type Implantation

Under the same set of assumptions, the threshold voltage shift due to the depletion

implant is

A Vlh - A** + *x ~ ±Qd/Cox (2.23)

where A<f><„ is the built-in potential difference of the unimplanted device and the depletion

device at threshold and is given from (2.11) by

A*,, - ^-<D0 - ilin^2*l£. , (2.24)
q Npeok-D

the potential drop from the maximum potential point to the surface, 4>*, in the depletion

device is

x\

*x - -f-fx^NtM-Na^dx (2.25)

and A&, the depleted charge difference of the unimplanted device and the depletion dev

ice at threshold, is

XdU x\f .
AG, - QdV - QdD - - q f N0dx - qUNdl{x)-Na\dx . (2.26)

0 ol >

Unlike the enhancement device, there is an additional potential drop 4>* from the max-
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imum potential point X\ to the surface as shown in Fig. 2.5(d). This occurs because the

same type of impurity as the channel is implanted and there exists a p-n junction at x—Xj

where Ndi{Xj)—Na. The maximum potential point, Xu and the depletion region edge of

the depletion device, X^, can be obtained implicitly from the following relations ;

Xj XdD

UNdi{x)-Na\dx - fNadx (2.27)

and

XdD

4>d+ VSB - ^ Cx^Ndi(x)-Najdx (2.28)
s x\

where 4>D is the built-in potential of the depletion device. For the doubly-implanted dev

ice, the equations (2.23) to (2.28) hold after substituting Na,(x)+Na for Na.

As shown in (2.18) and (2.23), the threshold voltage shifts resulting from the channel

implantations consist of the built-in potential difference and the depleted charge difference.

To the first order, the built-in potential differences (2.19) and (2.24) exhibit no dependence

on other parameters except the peak carrier densities in the channels of two devices at

threshold while the depleted charge differences (2.20), (2.25) and (2.26) depend on the

body bias as well as process parameters. The equations in this section are also summarized

in Appendix I employing a step profile approximation.

2.4. Temperature Drift of the Threshold Voltage Difference

If a difference in the built-in potentials of two devices exists, the built-in potential

difference will contribute a constant temperature drift which is determined by the ratio of

the peak carrier densities in the channels of two devices at threshold as shown in (2.19) and

(2.24). For example, if the peak carrier densities of two devices at threshold differ from

each other by a factor of 2, the temperature drift due to this difference is
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(A7<7)!n2-0.06mK/oC at 300°K. The above temperature drift is introduced by the built-

in potential difference of only (kT/q)\n2-l%mV at 300°K. A small difference in the

definition of the built-in potentials is negligible in estimating the threshold voltage. How

ever, in the temperature analysis, even a very small difference in the definition of the

built-in potentials is likely to defeat the validity of the whole analysis, especially in analyz

ing the differential temperature coefficient of two threshold voltages. In this work, the

built-in potentials are defined as the same for all types of devices, and the temperature drift

of th<: threshold voltage difference of two devices is assumed to be dominated by the varia

tion of the depleted charge difference of two devices. This assumption is justified by the

following argument.

The temperature coefficient of the depleted charge difference of two devices is the

temperature coefficient difference of the depleted charges of each device at threshold. The

temperature coefficient of the depleted charge of one device is proportional to the tempera

ture coefficient of the built-in potential of the device at threshold because the depleted

charge depends on the built-in potential. That is, if 4>6,i and $w2 are the built-in potentials

of two devices, the temperature coefficient of the depleted charge difference of two devices

is approximated by

T.C. - C "**1 " "*"
- dT ~° dT

t^ ^ (Q+Q) <**bi _ ,„ „ <**bi
dT " (Ca Cb) dTIC,, cb) t i) 2

(2.29)

where C and Cb are assumed to be constant. The built-in potential difference A4>6, is

and the following relation holds from (2.13) ;

(2.30)

</A*w dQbi

dT dT

A4>/

(<!>* - 1.205)
(2.31)
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= 3.3 % for A** -18 mK .

For example, from (2.31), if the built-in potential of one device is different from that of

the other device by ISrnV, dbtoJdT is only 3.3% of dQbi/dT. In (2.29), the A4>ft, contri

bution is neglected since Ca-Cb is actually much bigger than the other term and the \%mV

difference corresponds to the difference of the peak carrier densities of two devices by a

factor of 2. Therefore, even though the built-in potentials are defined to be the same for all

types of devices at threshold, it makes little difference in the calculation of the relative tem

perature coefficient contributed by the depleted charge difference of two devices. By

defining <J>6l-4>£-4>D-2(A:r/^)ln(^v"a/n,), the analyses of the individual channel implants

based on a step profile approximation will be discussed in the following subsections.

2.4.1. Enhancement Implant

In this subsection, the temperature coefficient of the threshold voltage shift which

results from the enhancement implant is calculated. Assuming a step enhancement implant

as shown in Fig. 2.6(a) with an implant depth of X, and a constant dopant density of Ard<

and using (2.18)-(2.22), the threshold voltage shift by the enhancement implant is

ftf , l2q€sNa(*b, + Vsb))* il qNaiX? T ,
* ,h " Cox + Cox 1I 2€S(*W +VSB) J * (2.32)

where the enhancement-implant charge density per unit area QlE is given by

Q,e - &.X, (2.33)

and is independent of temperature. The implant dose NaiXj only shifts up the threshold

voltage by approximately 1 V. The enhancement implant also contributes a higher field in

the bulk due to the ionization of the implanted charge. Therefore, the depletion depth of

the enhancement device is shorter than that of the unimplanted device with the same bulk

concentration.
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Fig. 2.6. Step profile approximation : (a) enhancement implant
and (b) depletion implant.
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If a derivative of (2.32) is taken with respect to temperature, the temperature

coefficient of the threshold voltage shift due to the enhancement implant is given by

T.C.
€5

C ox

qNa

2€i(<D„+Kf*)

'/;

1-

1 _ 1

qNatX}
TT 1

2€i(*jM+Ktt)

d*b,
I dT ' (2.34)

Since AK„, in (2.32) and T.C. in (2.34) all depend on \/Cox or t0x* the temperature

coefficient in ppm/°C unit is thus insensitive to the oxide thickness t0x- Note that the

temperature drift is mainly a function of process parameters such as C0x> Na and Na„ etc..

The only non-process parameter is the body bias VSB. The depleted charge difference is

reduced by increasing the body bias and the temperature coefficient of the threshold voltage

shift due to the enhancement implant decreases correspondingly as shown in Fig. 2.7(a).

As the implant depth is made shallower, the temperature coefficient of the enhancement

device relative to that of the unimplanted device approaches zero.

In the figure, the incompleted part at a low body bias is when the depletion edge falls

within the implant depth. Therefore, in applying (2.34), care must be taken for the deple

tion edge not to fall within the implant depth. If XdE<X„ the enhancement device is

merely an unimplanted device with a higher bulk density and (2.34) no longer holds. For

this case, (2.32) must be modified to

kT, Ha, + Na . [2^iVfl(^+y],/:
AKih In-

Na Cox
(2.35)

There is a discontinuity in using (2.32) and (2.35) around XdE =s X,. In case the depleted

edge is comparable to the implanted depth, the depletion approximation fails inherently.

In this analysis, this limiting case is not treated.
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2.4.2. Depletion Implant

In this subsection, the temperature coefficient of the threshold voltage shift which

results from the depletion implant is calculated. The depletion device is represented by a

donor implant with an implant depth of Xj and a constant dopant density of Ndl in a step

profile approximation as shown in Fig. 2.6(b). Using (2.23)-(2.28), the threshold voltage

shift by the depletion implant is

Q,d +Q,y x̂ | [2q€sNa(*b, + VSB)],/: [{ (1 N.
Cqx ^OX Ndi

AVih . "aJ W + *, + "*«."«*?• "• '»» [!_(,_ -£-)] (2.36)

where the depletion-implant charge density per unit area Q,o is given by

Q,d - - qVd,Xj (2.37)

which is independent ol' temperature, and only shifts down the threshold voltage by -3 V

after compensating the equivalent bulk charge density of

Q,u - qKXj , (2 W

and *t>x >s the potential drop from the potential maximum point (X—X\) to the surface

(jr«0) given by (AI.14). Since 4>& has a negative temperature coefficient, the depth X\

increases as temperature rises. Therefore, the potential drop &x has a positive tempera

ture coefficient and is a dominant source of the temperature variation of the threshold vol

tage shift by the depletion implant.

Assuming NaINdi is small enough, the differentiation of (2.36) with respect to tem

perature gives the temperature coefficient of the threshold voltage shift due to the depletion

implant of

' Na
T.C Nd, Xj

(qN° sn^L . (2.39)2€s(*b,+ VSB) \ j dT

The temperature coefficient calculated from (2.39) is shown in Fig. 2.7(b). As in the

enhancement implant case, the temperature coefficient of the depletion device relative to
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that of the unimplanted device approaches zero as the body bias increases and the implant

depth is made shallower. Equation (2.39) consists of two temperature variations which are

proportional to Na and jVJ\ respectively. These variations cancel each other. Unlike the

enhancement implant case, Cox does not affect T.C. given by (2.39) while A Vlh in (2.36)

depends on MC0x- Therefore, the temperature coefficient in ppm/°C increases as the

oxide thickness tox decreases. If all other parameters are fixed, a shallow single implant

and a high body bias help reduce the temperature coefficient given by (2.39).

Let us further examine the body bias sensitivity of the threshold voltage shift due to

the depletion implant. The differentiation of (2.36) with respect to the body bias yields

qNa
2esi&bl+VSB)

= -0.02, for VSB-2V

= -0.01, for VSB-5V.

V:

(2.40)

For example, if the body bias changes from 2V to 2.1 K, kVth changes by —2mV which

may be intolerable in a precision circuit. If the body bias is increased to 5 K, the A Vth vari

ation is reduced by half compared to the 2 V body bias case for the same amount of the

body bias change. Hence, the high body bias helps reduce the body bias sensitivity of the

threshold voltage difference. This argument applies to ail types of devices.

In applying (2.39), we have to consider the non-pinchoff problem. Equation (2.39)

does not hold when X\ reaches X\>max [22]-[23] which is approximately

I. mar

2tskT , (Nd, - N,)N,
to ^=-71q2(Ndl-Na) n}

= 92.6 nm for Ndl - 1017 cm"3 at 300°*

'/:

(2.41)

For the shallow implant of less than 100wm, the non-pinchoff problem is not present. For
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the typical values of Xj - 100/rm, Nd, - 10,7cm"3 and Na - 5xl0,4cm"3, the following

equation from (2.39) will estimate the temperature drift of the threshold voltage shift due

to the depletion implant.

T.C. - -0.011+0.14(0.545+ VSB)lh mVf°C

= 0.077 mV/°C for Vsa - 2 V

= 0.046 mVf°C for VSB-5 V at 300°/: .

(2.42)

2.4.3. Double Implant (Enhancement and Depletion)

In this subsection, the temperature coefficient of the threshold voltage shift which

results from the double implant is calculated. The doubly-implanted device has a combina

tion of acceptor and donor implants. That is, the four parameters, X, and AfflM Xj and A/j,,

are involved in a step profile approximation. Generally, what has been done in the deple

tion implant case is applied in this case. However, due tc the combination of two imple

mentations, the equations are more complex. Using (2.2j)-(2.28) and assuming Xj < X„

the threshold voltage shift by the double implant is

Q,d + Q,e + Qiv
AK/

Cox

l2qesNa(*bl+VSB)]'/:
-ox

+ <&j

1-(1-
N.

N*-Na

(2.43)

_ qN^NM-Xj)2 [}
2€s{<t>bl+VsB)(Nj,-Nai)\ J

where <&* is given by (Al.ll).

Assuming Nj(Nd,-Nai) is small enough, the differentiation of (2.43) with respect to

temperature gives the temperature coefficient of the threshold voltage shift due to the dou

ble implant of

T.C.
Na

Nd-Na
qNo

2ts{*b,+ VSB)
(2.44)

-ox



_«s_ x _ Na,(X,-Xj)
Cox J Na-No,

1 -
qNmNM-XjY

2€i{*b,+ VSB)(Nd-Nat)
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d<t>,

dT

Equation (2.44) is basically similar to the equation for the depletion implant (2.39) except

that the enhancement implant is involved. Thus, the general discussion on the depletion

implant holds in the double implant case.

2.5. Validity of a Depletion Approximation

For the convenience of analysis, semiconductor potential barriers are usually

represented by two discrete regions such as a depletion region where no free carrier exists

and a quasi-neutral region where the charge neutrality is assumed. Generally, the depletion

approximation based on the above assumption is not valid within a few Debye lengths from

the depletion edge since a free carrier density cannot change abruptly. The free carrier dis

tribution is characterized by the Debye length which is a function of the doping density so

that

2kTes

q2N,
(2.45)

where N, is the impurity concentration. Therefore, the application of the depletion approx

imation to the shallow implant case needs considerations.

The potential difference between two points where the carrier concentrations are /i|

and /i2, respectively, is a logarithmic function of the ratio, /11//12,:

A<t> *Iln^ (2.46)
q n2

Table II lists the calculated parameter values in the shallow depletion implant case. For

example, if A)-28/im, the carrier density difference between the field zero point X\ and the



TABLEII

DEPLETIONIMPLANTCALCULATIONDATABASEDON
ADEPLETIONAPPROXIMATION

Nd,(cm-3)Xj(nm)X\(nm)LD(nm)4>x(V)
q<px

expTr

5xl0171411.35.70.0517

2.5xl0172822.680.10252

lxlO177056.812.70.2582.2xl04

7xl01610081.315.20.372l.7xi06

5xl016140114.2180.5216xl08

4xl016170138.919.80.6535xl010

3xl016220180.222.50.8268.2xl013
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surfaceisonlyafactorof52.Thatis,

niX'Xi)-expi*L-52.(2.47) «U-0)6XPkT

Thismeansfreecarrierscannotbeaccumulatedlikeadeltafunctionandthedistributionof

freecarriersischaracterizedbytheDebyelength.Therefore,itisreasonabletodefinethe

thresholdconditionofthedepletiondeviceinthesamewayasintheenhancementdevice.

2.6.TemperatureMeasurementofIGFETCharacteristics

The/-Vcharacteristicsoffivesamplesofthefourbasictypesofdevicesaremeas

uredwithdrain-sourcevoltagekeptconstantby4Kfrom-30to110°C.Thesamplesare

preparedemployingatypicalSi-gateNMOSprocessona25-30ft-cmBorondopedp-type

<100>substratewithanoxidethicknessof100/im,agatewidthof50/imandagate

lengthof7/*m.Thefivesetsofmeasuredl-V*dataareaveragedandfittedemploying

thelinearregressionmethodtogivethetypicaltemperaturevariationsofthefourthreshold
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voltages as shown in Fig. 2.8. At room temperature, the threshold voltages of the unim

planted device, the enhancement device, the depletion device and the doubly-implanted

device are about 0, 1, -3 and -1V, respectively. Table III summarizes typical process

parameters simulated by the process simulation program SUPREM 138]. The implant

depth in a step profile approximation of a Gaussian profile is approximated by /?+2A/? as

in [27] where R is a range and A/? is a straggle.

2.6.1. Threshold Yoltage Difference

The measured temperature coefficients of each threshold voltage are processed to give

the temperature coefficients of the implanted devices relative to those of the unimplanted

device. The dashed lines in Figs. 2.9(a), (b) and (c) show the theoretical temperature

coefficients of the enhancement device, the depletion device and the doubly-implanted dev

ice relative to those of the unimplanted device, respectively. The dots with the error bars

represent the measured values of the relative temperature coefficients. The theoretical

TABLE III

PROCESS PARAMETERS (SUPREM SIMULATION)

Parameters Enhancement Depletion Double-implant

Boron Arsenic Boron Arsenic

Dose (10Mcm-2) 2.6 14 2.6 9

Energy (KeV) 50 180 50 180

t0x (nw) 103 103 103 103

Range (nm) 160 94.5 160 94.5

Straggle (nm) 55.1 33.2 55.1 33.2

% in Si* 94 57 94 57

Depth in step

Approximation (nm)* 300 80 300 80

•Note : Values after drive-in of 30 Min. at 900° C and 30 Min. at 1000°C.
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curves are calculated at 300"K using (2.34), (2.39) and (2.44) based on the process data

listed in Table III. The error bar indicates an equivalent temperature variation of an

estimated \mV measurement error.

In the experimental results, the effect of the body bias on the relative temperature

coefficients is as expected. However, the body bias independent constant temperature drifts

are observed in all types of devices, especially in the doubly-implanted device (Fig. 2.9(c)).

In both the enhancement device and the depletion device, the temperature coefficient devi

ations from the theoretical values (Figs. 2.9(a) and (b)) are small compared to the meas

urement error. In the double implant case (Fig. 2.9(c)), however, the measured deviation

is on the order of OArnVfC and is much bigger than expected. This deviation corresponds

to the temperature coefficient contributed by the 30mV built-in potential difference of the

unimplanted device and the doubly-implanted device at threshold. In the enhancement and

depletion implant cases, the temperature coefficient deviations from the theoretical values

are around 0.02m Vj°C with one in the positive direction and the other in the negative

direction. These deviations cancel each other out if two temperature coefficients are added

as shown in Fig. 2.9(d).

2.6.2. Gate-Source Voltage Difference

The gate-source voltage of IGFETs is the sum of the threshold voltage and a voltage

which depends on the bias current and the channel mobility. Therefore, the channel mobil

ity temperature variation [39] will effect the temperature characteristics of IGFETs. Figure

2.10(a) shows a differential pair voltage reference using the devices with different channel

implants. The gate-source voltage difference of two devices with the equal bias current / is

±VGS - ±V,„ +[MJ^Y'V* (2.48)

where K*-JZC0x(W7fL) and (W/L) is the ratio of the channel width to the channel length.

The temperature variation at a high bias current level is mainly due to the mismatch in the
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channel mobilities of two devices white the temperature variation at a low bias current level

is dominated by the threshold voltage difference of two devices.

As an example, Figure 2.10(b) shows the measured temperature coefficient of the

gate-source voltage difference for the differential pair composed of the unimplanted device

and the depletion device. At a low bias current level, the temperature variation observed is

close to that of the threshold voltage difference. On the other hand, at a high bias current

level, the temperature variation is quite steep and unpredictable because the mobility

mismatch of two devices is involved. As the bias current is lowered, the temperature varia

tion is reduced. Notice that the gate-source voltage difference also changes due to the bias

current as well as the body bias as shown in Fig. 2.11. A low bias current operation helps

reduce the bias current sensitivity and the temperature drift of the gate-source voltage

difference. However, if a device is biased at too low a current level, the device enters the

subthreshold region and difficulties are expected in an actual circuit design. The bias

current and body bias sensitivities of the gate-source voltage difference may be critical in a

precision voltage reference circuit such as proposed by Blauschild et al. [8]. The steep vari

ation at zero body bias (Figs. 2.10(b) and 2.11) in the depletion device is due to the non-

pinchoff problem discussed in [22]-[231.

2.6.3. Device Test Results

From the theory developed in Section 2.4 and the discussions of two previous subsec

tions (2.6.1 and 2.6.2) based on the temperature measurements of I-V characteristics in

saturation region, the following conclusions can be drawn.

1. The temperature coefficient introduced by a double implant is much bigger than

that by a single implant.

2. The body bias helps reduce the temperature drift of both the gate-source voltage

difference and the threshold voltage difference of two devices.
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3. The temperature drift of the threshold voltage shift resulting from the channel

implantation is noticeably lowered in a single implant case when the body bias is increased.

4. Below the bias current level of 10>u4, the temperature drift of the gate-source vol

tage difference is very low in a single implant case.

Considering the analysis and the above experimental observations, the threshold vol

tage difference temperature drift as well as the instability in the bias current and in the body

bias will limit the overall performance of the voltage reference circuit based on the thres

hold voltage difference. So as to achieve a performance predicted, we must

1. make the bias current low and constant,

2. apply a high body bias and keep it constant, and

3. use a single channel implant for the threshold shift.
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CHAPTER 3

Si BANDGAP AS A CMOS VOLTAGE SOURCE

3.1. Introduction

Precision bandgap references have been successfully implemented in bipolar technol

ogy. However, the performance achievable in bipolar has never been achieved in CMOS.

In Chapters 3, 4 and 5, one circuit approach to implement a precision curvature-

compensated switched-capacitor CMOS bandgap reference which is compatible with a stan

dard digital CMOS process and achieves a temperature stability on the order of \0ppm/°C

over the commercial temperature range will be described. In the reference, a temperaiure-

stable voltage is developed by adding a linear and a quadratic temperature correction vol

tages to the forward-biased diode which is obtained from the substrate pnp transistors avail

able in CMOS process. The linear temperature correction voltage is proportional lo the

absolute temperature (commonly called PTAT) while the quadratic temperature correction

voltage is proportional to the absolute temperature squared (PTATS). They are indepen

dently adjustable to set the reference output voltage for a minimum temperature drift.

The offset voltage of a CMOS op amp is eliminated using the correlated-double sam

pling (CDS) technique [40]. The finite current gain and the base spreading resistance of

the native substrate pnp transistors in a standard CMOS process are canceled to the first

order and the amplification ratio is set by a capacitor ratio rather than by a resistor ratio.

Due to the cyclic behavior of the offset cancellation in this technique, the output reference

voltage is not valid at all times. However, the reference can be operated synchronously

with other elements of the systems. Since the periodic offset sample and subtraction cycle

effectively removes the low frequency 1// noise of a CMOS op amp along with its offset,

the dominant noise source is the thermal noise of a CMOS op amp which is designed to be
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on the order of 100/x V (rms) at the output in the 500kHz bandwidth.

In Section 3.2, the Si bandgap is treated qualitatively to understand its temperature

dependence. In Sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, the temperature characteristics of the substrate

pnp transistor and other components are investigated theoretically and the primary limita

tions in a conventional CMOS bandgap reference implementation are discussed. In Section

3.6, a temperature compensation technique suitable for a CMOS bandgap reference is intro

duced.

3.2. Silicon Energy Gap and its Temperature Dependence

For any semiconductor, there is a forbidden energy region in which no allowed states

can exist. Above and below this forbidden energy gap are permitted energy bands. The

upper bands are called the conduction bands, and the lower bands the valence bands. The

separation between the energy of the lowest conduction band and that of the highest

valence band is called the bandgap, Eg (\A2eV for Si at room temperature). The bandgap

varies noticeably with temperature. There are two reasons for its temperature dependence.

First, the crystal lattice expansion (dilation) due to external stress, pressure or temperature

accounts for the change of the energy gap since the energy band depends on the distance

between neighboring ions. Second, the electron-lattice interaction energy which results

from the indirect optical transition of Si reflects the change of the energy gap with tempera

ture. Although there exist qualitative theoretical analyses describing the temperature

dependence of the energy gap, theoretical analyses do not exhibit the accuracy that many

empirical equations have, and heavily depend on the parameters obtained from direct meas

urements such as elastic constant, mobility, compressibility and volume expansion

coefficient, etc.. Especially, the quantitative analysis of the second-order temperature

dependence is not available.
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The concepts of effective mass, density of states, intrinsic carrier concentration and

mobility are summarized in Appendix II and, in the following subsections, the qualitative

treatment of the Si energy gap is given based on Appendix II for the understanding of the

temperature dependence of the Si bandgap.

3.2.1. Energy Gap Narrowing with Impurity Concentration

As impurity concentration increases, the Fermi level approaches the allowed bands,

impurity states broaden, and the intrinsic bandgap is narrowed (so called band-edge trail

ing). The extreme case is the degenerate semiconductor when the impurity concentration

i<; greater than the effective density of states (Nc or Nv). In this case, the Fermi level is

located within the conduction or valence band. The conduction or valence band edge is

not sharp, and it tails off gradually into the forbidden energy gap. This is due to the fact

that the distribution of impurity changes from a delta function to an impurity band. This

broadened band joins the conduction or valence band. This makes the band edges trail

into the bandgap.

In Si, the energy gap narrowing becomes important at impurity concentrations greater

than about 10,7cm~3. The experimentally derived Si bandgap narrowing as a function of

the impurity concentration N, was proposed by Slotboom and De Graaff [41] :

±Egl(N,) - 9xl0"3[ln^7 +(ln2-$7 +05),/2J (31)

where E8\ represents the linearly-extrapolated Si bandgap at 0°K. For example, the Si

bandgap narrows by approximately 68eK for the impurity concentration of 9xl0,9cm"3.

3.2.2. Shift of Energy Gap with Lattice Dilation

The band structure varies with a lattice constant for a crystal such as Si or Ge. In

these crystals, a decrease in a lattice constant increases the separation between the valence
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band and the conduction band. The deformations of lattice such as compression and dila

tion which are caused by external strain, pressure or temperature, etc. result in the change

of energy gaps in semiconductors. Bardeen and Shockley [42] treated the effect of a lattice

expansion on the energy gap for the non-polar crystals such as Si and Ge.

When a cubic crystal is subject to a homogeneous strain, the energy gap can be

expressed in the form of

Eg - E0g + £„ A (3.2)

where A is the lattice dilation and E\g is dependent on the lattice deformation while E0g is

not. The energy gap change per unit dilation E\g is given approximately by [42]

*»-v% (3J)
- -(|£lc| + |£|J) = -17.8 eVlumi dilation for Si

where E\c and E\v are the changes of the conduction and valence bands per unit dilation of

lattice, with the values of 6.5 and 11.3 per unit dilation, respectively. From the above

equation, we can estimate the thermal-expansion effect, or what is often called the dilation

contribution, which accounts for the effects of the change of a lattice constant on the

energy gap. That is, if it is assumed that the temperature variation is entirely due to the

thermal expansion, the temperature variation of the energy gap with dilation can be

obtained by multiplying the volume expansion coefficient of 10xlO"6/°C for Si, so that

£jr - Eit\ % =-1.78X10-4 eV/'K . (3.4)

However, this dilation effect on the temperature dependence of the energy gap does not

explain the typically measured temperature drift of -2Ax\0~AeV/°K of the Si bandgap.

The other factor for the extra drift is due to the electron-lattice interaction which will be

discussed in the next subsection.
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The temperature dependence of conductivity will be dominated by the exponential

dependence Qxp(—Eg/2kT) since the conductivity is proportional to the product of n, in

(AH. 16) and /i in (AII.20), with /* being proportional to Tm. Therefore, the conductivity

<r is given by

E.a- =» 0*00 exp(- —f ) ^-^

where the conductivity o*« is independent of temperature. If o-« is assumed to be

independent of pressure, the differentiation of (3.5) with respect to pressure gives the pres

sure dependence of the energy gap so that

iS. . £. ± £L - -2kT -J- iSL . (3.6)
dp g V dp <r dp

The energy gap can be estimated fnm two conductivities <t\ and 0*2 measured at tempera

tures, T\ and T2 (T2>T\) :

Eg ~ 2AT ln(^) (4* ~4r ) (3.7)
cr, Ti T2

where £x is assumed to remain constant for T\ and T2. The value obtained in this way can

be combined with the compressibility data (the change of volume with pressure) to esti

mate the change in the energy gap with dilation, E\g. For Si, the bandgap decreases with

pressure typically at a rate of 2.4x10~6eV—cm2/Kg.

3.2.3. Shift of Energy Gap with Electron-Phonon Interaction

The bottom of the conduction band in Si appears along <100> axes while the

valence bands are degenerate at the zone center (000). The direct transition between the

valence band and the conduction band occurs in most semiconductors as illustrated in Fig

3.1(a) and (b). In Si, electrons at the lowest energy in the conduction band have a

nonzero momentum. Since the holes at the valence-band edge do have a zero momen

tum, an indirect transition that conserves both energy and momentum is impossible without
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a lattice interaction occurring simultaneously. Thus, the indirect transition across the for

bidden energy gap corresponds to a simultaneous interaction of three particles; the electron,

the hole and a phonon that represents the lattice interaction as illustrated in Fig. 3.1(c) and

(d). The threshold of continuous optical absorption at the frequency a>g determines the

bandgap EA*~H<ag in the direct absorption process because the absorbed photon has a very

small wavevectors. However, in the indirect absorption process, generated electrons and

holes (exitons) are separated by a substantial wavevector kc. For the energy and momen

tum conservation, the following relations hold depending on the absorption (-) and the

emission (-r) of phonons.

-tic* - Eg- Eex ±*H (3.8)

and

k(photon) - kc + K = 0 (3.9)

where Eex {~l4meV) is the exiton dissociation energy, # ft-57.3 meK, and K is the wave

vector of a phonon [43].

The effect of a lattice dilation on the energy gap accounts only a part of the commonly

observed temperature dependence. For example, Bardeen and Shockley [42] estimated

E\g to be -17.8eP from the mobility measurement given by (3.3) while the observed

values of E\g are between -30 and -50eK Fan [44] explained this discrepancy with the lat

tice vibration. The reason is that a crystal with a vibrating lattice not only has a different

electron-lattice interaction energy, but also has an additional vibrational energy of the ions

as compared with a stationary lattice. The energy gap in a vibrating lattice is

Eg - Eog + £If + A£, (3.10)

where A£, is the change in the interaction energy when an electron is shifted from a state

near the top of the valence band to a state near the bottom of the conduction band.
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E„g+E\g denotes the change in energy for the lattice undistorted by the vibration. The

temperature variation of the interaction energy A£y of Si is given by [44]

dT 4ir4 4i C\\a0

= -1.8xl0~4 eVI°K .

where a0 is the Si lattice constant, c\\ is the Si elastic constant, and m*,./» are the conduc

tivity effective masses of electrons and holes, respectively. Therefore, the summing of

(3.4) and (3.11) leads to the value of -3.5Zx\0~*eV/oK, which explains the first-order

temperature variation of the Si bandgap properly.

3.2.4. Empirical Temperature Dependence of the Si Energy Gap

The direct measurement data of the Si bandgap by Macfarlane et al [45] were fitted by

a simple empirical equation from 0°K to 400° K by Varshni [46].

where £„i»»1.1557eK in case we neglect the exiton dissociation energy £(,v,

c-7.Q2lxlQ~4eV/0K and d-UQS°K. These constants were modified in the later works

[43], [47] for better fitting to measurement data.

Another purely empirical equation was proposed by Bludau et al [48] which fits meas

urement data within 0.2meV below 3QQ°K. Especially from \50°K to 300"/:, the Si

bandgap varies with temperature so that

£,(70 - EgX-aT-bT2 (3.13)

where

EKl - 1.1785 eV ,

a - 9.025xl0-5 eV/°K and
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b - 3.05X10"7 eVl°K2 for 150"/: < T < 300°/: .

Assuming a linear temperature dependence above 300"/:, Tsividis [49] calculated the

coefficients from 300"/: to 400"/: as

Egl - 1.20595 eV , (3.14)

a - 2.7325xl0~4 eV/°K and

6-o for 300°/: < r < 400°/: .

When estimating from (3.13) and (3.14), ExiT) exhibits about 3mV (\2ppr,i/°C) max

imum deviation from the ideal linear temperature dependence from 200° K to 400"/:.

This temperature nonlinearity appears as an inherent curvature in the voltage reference

based on the Si bandgap.

3.3. Temperature Dependence of Substrate PNP Transistors

3.3.1. Temperature Variation of the Emitter-Base Potential

The collector current Ic is an exponential function of the emitter-base potential VBE :

Ic - /, exp(-^-) . (3.15)

The current /s is the reverse saturation current and is related to the device structure by

q2A2n2DB
Qb

(3.16)

where Ae is the effective emitter area, nt is the intrinsic carrier concentration in the base,

QB is the total built-in base charge per unit area, and DB is the average minority carrier

diffusion constant in the base. The number of base dopant atoms per unit area (the Gum-

mel number) in the quasi-neutral base region is
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-%- - ]sB{x)dx (3-17)
qA* Jo

where NB is the dopant density in the base and XB is the depth of the base region. The

diffusion constant DB is not a direct spatial average, but rather

xa

$NB{x)dx

C Mix) .
•new*

(3.18)

Using (3.16) and the Einstein relation, D—ikT/q)^ ls is written as

/, - BTpir,2 (3.17)

where B is a temperature-independent constant. If we assume the temperature variation

of the minority carrier mobility is the same as that of the majority carrier mobility [41], the

mobility is a function of temperature, Tn (/i=3/2"5/2) from (AII.20). Using (3.15),

(3.19) and (AIL 16), the emitter-base potential drop is

VBE - Vg - VT(y\nT - ln/c - ln£) (3.20)

where £ is a temperature-independent quantity whose exact value is not important in the

temperature analysis, y—4—«, and Vg is the Si bandgap voltage.

In an actual circuit, Ic is a temperature-dependent current as

lc - GT (3.21)

where G is another temperature-independent coefficient. Combining (3.20) and (3.21),

we obtain the following relation which explains the temperature dependence of the

emitter-base potential VBE [50] :

Vbe - Vg- Kr[(y~a)lnr-ln£G] . (3.22)

In (3.22), the Si bandgap voltage Vg is generally a nonlinear function of temperature which

is described in the previous section.
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The derivative of (3.22) with respect to temperature gives the temperature drift of the

emitter base potential VBE at T so that

^af " ^T ~"T Wr-»)0nr - 1) - ln£C] . 0.23)
Assuming y-2.623 and £G-0.00556"/:(l'~a), the first-order temperature dependence of

VBE is approximated by

-^L =- -0.273m^/"C - -9^- [2.623x(ln300 - 1) - In5.56xl0"3] (3 24)

= -1.79 mVl°C at 30Q°K

where (3.14) is used for the first-order temperature drift of the Si bandgap. Experimentally

observed temperature drift of VBE is about -2mV/°C.

3.3.2. Temperature Variation of the Transistor Current Gain

The temperature dependence of the bipolar transistor current gain has been accounted

for many factors. Among them, the bandgap narrowing due to the high emitter doping

[51]-[53] and the non-ideality of the base current [54] have been suspected for the varia

tion of /3 with temperature. Since a rigorous theoretical analysis is not feasible, an order-

of-magnitude analysis is given here to understand the current gain temperature dependence.

First assume a transistor is ideal and has the uniform emitter and base doping concen

trations of NE and NB with the corresponding depths of XE and XB. Also neglect the

space charge recombination in the emitter-base junction. Then, the current gain is

B - l£- - -?£- (3.25)

where aF is the ratio of the collector current to the emitter current, /c//£. aF is generally

represented by a product of two terms so that
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aF — ar aE (3.26)

where a 7- is the base transport factor and aE is the emitter efficiency. If the emitter and

base regions are assumed to be short compared with the diffusion lengths, a T and aE are

given by

«r - 1 - -TT5- 0.27)
2li

and

<*£ i DEXBNBn2 (3.28)
DBXENEn2b

where D is the diffusion constant, LB is the diffusion length, n, is the intrinsic carrier con

centration, and the subscripts ey £, b and B represent emitter and base, respectively. For

high /3 transistors, usually XB/LB<<1 and aF is mainly determined by the emitter

efficiency. Neglecting ar, we have

aE DBXENEn}b
l-«£ DEXBNBn2

Usually, n,p and /:i are assumed to be equal. Due to the bandgap narrowing in the emitter

region where doping concentration is relatively high, however, the intrinsic carrier concen

tration in the emitter is different from that in the base so that

E — A£ni - C£r3exp(- *k***) and (3.30)

ni - Cflr3exp(-^;)

where CE and CB are constants. Therefore, the current gain /3 is

0 - C££- exp(- 4§-) (3.31)

where the Einstein relation D—(kT/q)ti is used, and the constant
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C"(CBXENE)/(CEXBNB) is assumed to be temperature independent. In the base region,

the impurity concentration is low and the mobility fiB decreases with temperature due to

the lattice scattering while, in the emitter region, the mobility fiE increases with tempera

ture due to the scattering by the ionized impurities resulting from the high emitter dopant

concentration. Therefore, the mobility ratio hb/he should decrease with temperature

while the exponential dependence of &Eg increases with temperature. Experimentally

observed temperature coefficients range from 60Q0ppm/°C to %0QOppm/°C. Thus, the

exponential variation attributable to the bandgap narrowing is accounted for the variation of

# with temperature. For the emitter doping density of2.2xlOl9cm~3 in the substrate pnp

structure, A£* is approximately 0.1 eK This A£g alone gives

1 dexpi-—) A£, i
, ±Eg, dT kT T

exp( TT")
kT

=- Q;lf*V x—! 12820 ppm/°C
0.026* V 300"/:

(3.32)

which is approximately twice the typically observed temperature coefficient of p.

3.4. Temperature Dependence of Components

3.4.1. Temperature Variation of Diffused Resistors

Resistors available in CMOS process are /i+ diffusion resistor ( 25 ft/square ), p+

diffusion resistor ( 75 ft/square ), polysilicon resistor ( 30 ft/square ) and n~ well

diffusion resistor ( \0K ft/square ). The polysilicon and well diffusion resistors are harder

to control compared with the n+ or p+ source/drain diffusion resistors because of a poly

undercut (0.75/im) and a well lateral diffusion (3/tm). Although the /i+ diffusion has less

side diffusion than the /?+ diffusion, the lower resistance of the /r+ diffusion (a third of the
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p+ diffusion) occupies more area than the p+ diffusion. Therefore, a 6/xm-wide p+ diffused

resistor in the n~ well is chosen as a resistor in the bias circuit. In the current process, the

depth of the p+ diffusion is 0.9/tm and it has a 0.7/tm side diffusion. Thus, the effective

width is lAfim. The boron implant dose of theV diffusion is 2xlOl5cm~2 at the energy of

6QKeV while the phosphorus implant dose of the n" well is 1.5xl012cm~2 at the energy of

100/:* K

If step profiles are assumed, the dopant density of the p+ diffusion is

i\s -2

* - *S?f- - 2-2xi°" -" •
while that of the n" well is

Ni
k!2^—-21.5xlQ"cm l _ T7vml5 -3

rrz = 2.7X1013 cm ' .
5.5ft m

(3.33)

(3.34)

The depleted region depth at the p+ diffusion side of the p+ diffusion and n- well junction

is approximately

'<//>
2c,(*w + VR)

qNA(l+NA/ND)

2xlO",2(0.866 + 5)

V:

1.6xlO-,9x2.2xlOl9(l + 2.2xl0l9/2.7xl015)

where the built-in potential across the junction is

kT, NAND
QbJ - —In 0.866 V ,

n;

(3.35)

\Vi

= 2xI0"4 fim

(4.36)

and Vr is the junction reverse bias voltage.

The diffused resistor with the charge density Nix) as a function of the depth x from

the surface has the resistance per square of
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Ritf

fq/M(x)N(x)dx (3.37)

where t is the depth from the surface to the junction. If we assume the step dopant den

sity extending to the depth / and assume the constant mobility, R^ becomes

*-" liar, (338)
Since all the dopant impurities are assumed to be ionized, NA is independent of tempera

ture. Therefore, most of the temperature variation is from the variation of the mobility

and the depth with temperature. If we differentiate (3.38) with temperature, we obtain

JLi!k . -lifci-ij* 039)
R«, dT is. dt t dT ' WmW

If the two scattering mechanisms discussed in Appendix II are considered, we have

ii,l^+l*l (3.40)
At dT }jli dT it, dT

where M/ and it, are the mobilities due to the lattice scattering and to the ionized impuri

ties, respectively. Theoretically, /*/ changes with temperature approximately by 7*"3/2 and

At., by F3/2. In reality, other scattering mechanisms are involved and a*/ varies with tem

perature approximately by 7*~s/2. The following order-of-magnitude calculation explains

the mobility temperature variations.

—-^r = -4 4: * -8300 Ppmf°C at 300" AT (3.41)
III dT 2 T

and also

— ^F - T 4: * 500° WC at 300° K . (3.42)
li, at 2 1

The junction depth t must be the the real junction depth t\ minus the depletion

region. From (3.35), we have
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/ - H- Xdp (3-43)

where t\ (=0.9ai) is the depth where the dopant density equals the background density,

N(t])—No. Therefore, we obtain

Xdp 1 dQhJI A.
t dT 2(t{-Xdp) <D<„ dT '

Since Xdp«2Ux-Xdp), the thickness variation is negligible compared with the mobility

variation given by (3.40). the temperature variation of <&$, can be estimated from (2.13) as

1 d<Pbj
<t>*-121)

1 -x-X- (0.866 - 1.21) = -1324 ppm/°C at 300"/:

<D bj dT

0.866 300

We can therefore conclude the temperature variation of p+ diffused resistors is mainly

determined by the mobility variation with temperature. The typically observed tempera

ture coefficient of p+ diffused resistors is about 900ppm/°C.

(3.44)

(3.45)

3.4.2. Temperature Variation of Capacitors

The poly-diffusion capacitance is the series sum of the oxide capacitance and the space

charge capacitances as

C Ac Cox Cs

1

Cox Cs\ Cs2
(3.46)

where Csi and Cs2 are the space charge capacitances per unit area of the top-plate polysili

con and the bottom n+ diffusion, respectively, and Ac is the capacitor top plate area. The

space charge capacitances are originated from the spatial distribution of the majority carriers

at the poly-oxide and the oxide-silicon interfaces. The temperature coefficient of a capaci

tance is [55]



\_dC
C dT

1 dAc

Ac dT

1 dtox

tox dT
_l. ^0X d*~* J. 1 d€°X

C2 dT + €0x dT
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(3.47)

where the first term represents the thermal expansion effect of the physical dimensions, the

second the change of the space charge regions, and the last the oxide dielectric constant

change.

Since the polysilicon and the diffusion layer are heavily doped, Cs is much greater

than Cox- Then the space charge capacitance contribution is negligible compared to the

other variations. The thermal expansion accounts approximately for 6ppm/°C and €0x for

20ppm/°C. The typically observed temperature coefficient cf capacitors is about

25ppm/°C. In this work, what is important is the differential temperature coefficient of a

capacitor ratio which is supposed to be much smaller than the absolute temperature

coefficient on the order of 25ppm/°C.

3.4.3. Temperature Variation of MOS Transistor Mismatches

The temperature variation of the mismatch voltage (the gate-source voltage difference

of two identical devices) due to the channel ion-implantation is discussed extensively in

Chapter 2. However, the temperature behavior of the mismatch voltage of two identical

devices which can also be called the offset temperature drift is important in the design of

the temperature circuit such as a voltage reference because MOS transistors are used in pair

to form an input stage of a differential pair and a current mirror which depends on the

identical device characteristics. Judging from the results from Chapter 2, the mismatch vol

tage is a limiting case of the gate-source voltage when the ion-implantation depth

approaches zero. That is, the delta profile of the implanted ions does not affect the tem

perature behavior of the devices, but rather does shift only the device threshold voltage.

For this reason, the mismatch voltages of two identical MOS devices under the same bias

conditions should not drift with temperature. This results contradict with the offset drift

of two identical bipolar devices which exhibits a linear temperature dependence. The



TABLE IV

MISMATCH VOLTAGE (mV) TEMPERATURE DATA

Bias(iiA) -30" C 25° C 75" C 110"C

Pair #1 5 -27 -25 -29 -26

10 -29 •28 -30 -29

20 -35 -34 -36 -38

30 -39 -38 -39 -38

pair #2 5 -22 -16 -20 -18

10 -20 -17 -21 -20

20 -21 -20 -25 -25

30 -24 -23 -23 -23

Pair #3 5 -46 -40 -43 -43

10 -48 -45 -47 -46

20 -53 -51 -52 -54

30 -58 -58 -56 -55

pair #4 5 21 24 24 26

10 23 26 25 27

20 24 24 25 23

30 24 25 25 26

55

measured mismatch voltage temperature variations of four MOS transistor pairs with the

gate width of SO/im and the length of Ifim are listed in Table IV. For the measurement,

VDS and VSB were kept constant at 4 V and 5 V, respectively. Note the magnitudes of the

mismatch voltages are big (20 to 60mV) while their temperature drifts are randomly distri

buted within a few mV which is about the same order as the measurement error

corresponding to the temperature setting error.
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OS

K^, Vref

Vref=VBE+(l+li)(AVBE+V^)

Q2 AVBE=VTlnA

V ss

Fig. 3.2. A conventional CMOS bandgap reference implementation,
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3.5. Conventional CMOS Bandgap Reference and its Error Sources

A conventional CMOS BGR implementation is shown in Fig. 3.2 156]. The transis

tors Q\ and Q2 are substrate pnp transistors whose collectors are always tied to the most

negative power supply because, in an n" well CMOS process, the p+ diffusion in the n"

well, the n~ well itself and the p~ substrate form a vertical pnp structure as shown in Fig.

3.3(a). Therefore, it is not possible to sense the collector current directly as in the bipolar

bandgap reference so as to reduce the error due to the finite current gain [4], [61. In a p~

well process, a dual circuit incorporating npn transistors would be used. While many other

circuit implementations are possible, this circuit appears to be as good as any, and the con

tributions to the non-ideal Vref will be analyzed one by one. All resistors are the p+

diffusion resistor in the n~ well and the op amp is assumed to have an infinite gain with the

offset voltage of Vm. This assumption is justified because CMOS op amps usually have

enough gains.

Assume that Q\ has A times larger emitter area than Q2 and they are biased in the

forward active region. Then, including the nonidealities shown in Fig. 3.3(b), Vnf is given

by

Vref - VBE + (l+j)(A^f+U (3.48)

where

KM- Kr|nA+Krln-Jr +̂ and (3 ^
0i

/ 1+i~ / /*VBE - VT\nA +Ky-Inj- +Krln—y- +rt{-± -jj^) .
1+&

(3.50)

VBe is the emitter-to-base voltage and all others have their usual meanings. The remain-

ings except the first terms of (3.49) and (3.50) represent the error sources we may
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encounter in the existing designs such as shown in Fig. 3.2. Among these, the four impor

tant ones we may not overlook are the offset voltage Vos, the bias current variation of VBg%

the finite current gain 0 and the base resistance rb. What is worse in Vos and the error in

AVB£ is that they are amplified by a factor of (1+/?2/^1) which is about 10.

In the following subsections, these error sources are considered one by one to see an

order-of-magnitude contribution of the individual error sources.

3.5.1. OP Amp Offset

The offset of the op amp is the biggest error source that causes the spread of the tem

perature stability. Normally, a bandgap reference is trimmed to an output voltage which is

predetermined to give a near-zero temperature coefficient of the output. The large, non-

PTAT component in the output due to the op amp offset causes the trimming operation to

give an erroneous result. If we assume Vos is independent of temperature, the resulting

temperature coefficient error due to Vos is approximately

R2x

Rx " __ 10x5mK __ .„ ,.- (3.51)
rC *"" ' V„,T. " 1.26Kx300-iC " 1M *"/ C '

That is, the spread on the order of \32ppm/°C in the reference output temperature

coefficient is expected from the 5mV temperature-independent offset voltage.

3.5.2. Bias Current Variation

The bias current of Q\ is not exactly PTAT. This is mainly caused by the tempera

ture variation of the diffused resistors Ru R2 and R3. The diode voltage VBE is expanded

in a Taylor series around T0 so that

Vbe - VBe\ , +HVT - LVT + (3.52)

where



H
0 R dT

and
To ±dR
VT R dT
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Therefore, neglecting the higher orders, the temperature coefficient error due to the bias

current variation is

T.C. Error — —

1 dR

R dT

'ref

\000ppm/°Cx26mV
1.26 ^

(3.53)

= -21 ppm/°C .

Unlike (3.51), this error is unidirectional and can be partly compensated by setting V„f

several mV higher than a theoretical value. However, a complete cancellation is impossible

unless a curvature-compensation technique is employed.

3.5.3. Current Gain and Base Resistance

The last term of (3.50) is the most significant compared to the other contributions of

/3 and rb. The temperature coefficient error due to (3 and rb is from (3.48) and (3.50)

™-»~ - <>-£;
1 drb 1 dl2 l dfi2

rb dT l2 dT fa dT

= l0*lly**SQA x(1000+3300-7000)fl>m/°C

= -8.6 ppm/°C .

This error can also be compensated partly as in the case of (3.53).

3.5.4. Finite Op Amp Gain

If the op amp gain Aop is finite, the gain factor becomes

(3.54)
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(1 +Ii) H JT-- (I +TTHI - 7-(I +IT" »»)1 i + _i_ (i + ^1) ! op l (3.55)
4,v /? i

for Aop > > 1 . Therefore, the gain error due to the op amp finite gain is

G. - - -7- (1 +41) = " 0022 % for Aop =50000 . (3.56)
A0p R\

The effect of this gain error is hard to predict since the op amp gain Aop is also heavily

dependent on temperature. However, the error attributable to the gain is negligible as far

as the gain is big enough. For example, if Aop is independent of temperature, the tem

perature coefficient error due to Gt is

Gea +4r^vBE „c,x
rr f Rl - _ 0022%xl0x60m^ (3.57)I.L. trror - y^ - L26^x300^

= -0.35 ppm/°C at 300° K .

3.5.5. Curvature Problem in the Bandgap Reference

As shown in Section 3.3, the emitter-base potential VBe varies linearly with tempera

ture approximately at a rate of —1.79mV/°C. This linear temperature variation can be

completely compensated by a PTAT correction voltage. However, the higher-order tem

perature variation still exists. The deviation from the linear temperature dependence is the

sum of the higher-order terms when VBE is expanded in a Taylor series. That is, using

(3.23), the temperature curvature Cur[VBE(T)] of VBE is defined by

dVap
Cur{VBE(T)) - VB£(T) - [Vbe(To) +

dT
(T-T0)} (3.58)

Ta . TCur[VgiT)) + VT{y-a)(\ - -y +ln-y)
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where the temperature curvature Cur[VAT)\ of the Si bandgap is from (3.13) and (3.14)

CurlVAT)} - VM-[VAT0) +
dVg_
dT

(t-tj) (3.59)

- - 0.02745 + 1.83xl0"4 T - 3.05xl0~7 T2 for 200° tf< T^300°K

- 0 for 3O0°K^T^400°K .

The maximum deviation occurs at 200°K. Estimating from this maximum deviation from

the linear temperature dependence, the best-achievable temperature coefficient of the

ideally first-order compensated bandgap reference is limited by

rC *» " Jv'ZwK * 2? '""/0C • (3.60)

When the temperature variation of Vbe is under-compensated, the temperature curvature

of the bandgap reference can be made symmetric around T0. In this case, the temperature

coefficient is. minimized below the value predicted by (3.60). However, for the further

reduction of the temperature coefficients, the higher-order temperature variation is to be

compensated.

3.5.6. Others

Other errors are the differential temperature coefficient of the resistors R\ and R2t the

finite (3 and the current mismatch, etc.. Typically, the temperature coefficients of resistors

match each other within 1.2%, and the pnp transistors can be biased in the current range

where /3 stays relatively constant and greater than 100. Therefore, these errors are negligi

ble compared to the errors explained in the previous subsections.
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3.6. Temperature Compensation Technique

Employing (3.22) and (3.52), the forward-biased emitter-base potential is given by

[3], [50], [571

yBE » yg- VT[(y-a)\nT-\nEG] + HVT-LV} . (3.61)

Vg is the Si bandgap which is a function of base doping [41] and temperature [48]. y is

the parameter which depends on the process and a represents the temperature dependence

of the bias current. E and G are the parameters whose magnitudes are insignificant in the

temperature analysis. H and L represent the bias current variation.

3.6.1. First-Order Temperature Compensation

After compensating the first-order temperature variation by adding a linear tempera

ture correction voltage KVT to VBE, the V„f is from (3.61)

Vrej - Vbe + KVT

- Vg- VT(y-a)\nT + (K+H+\nEG) VT - LV} . (3.62)

By equating the derivative of Vnf at T0 to zero and eliminating the unknown constants, we

have

dVg
v»f v* dT T+My-a)(l+ln-^) " LVKl-l^r) . (3.63)

r„ T T

The last term is due to the bias current variation and it will not disappear by the first-order

temperature compensation. The first two terms are the nonlinearity of the Si bandgap.

The voltage Vx can be expanded as follows.

dVa
V — V (T ) + ———Yg Yg\i0j -r ^j.

i d'y,(r-r„) +i dT

Using (3.63) and (3.64), the voltage at T. is

(r-r„)2 + (3.64)



ref v»i+VT.(y-*) + LV}9

where

dV
/ . . v (T) - — T„ =s 1.205 V
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(3.65)

(3.66)

As commonly assumed, Vgl is the linearly-extrapolated Si bandgap voltage at T=*0°K.

(3.65) shows that the bias current variation resulting from the temperature coefficient of

resistors causes the nominal voltage different from the theoretical value.

3.6.2. Second-Order Temperature Compensation

The second-order temperature compensation requires two temperature correction vol

tages. The first one is a PTAT correction voliage KVT compensates the linear temperature

variation of VBF and the secondone is a PTATS correction voltage FVf which compensates

the quadratic temperature variation of VB£.

After adding two correction voltages, Vnf is from (3.61)

Vref - VBE + KVT + FV}

- Vg- Vr(y-a)\nT + (K+HMtiEG) VT + (F-L) V} . (3.67)

Similarly, by equating the first-order and the second-order derivatives of Vre/ at T0 to zero,

we obtain

K+H+\nEG - (y-a)(l+lnr0)-
T^dVg_
VT dT

F-L -
1 (y-a) 1 Tp2 d2V9

2 Vf dT2

Therefore, from (3.67), (3.68) and (3.69),

«•/
V-^L

8 dT

1 d2Vg
tJ 2 dT2 t T2(l-2^r)

2{F-L)VT and (3.68)

(3.69)
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references when the Si bandgap curvature is neglected.



+My-«)<ln^+y-£)

The nominal voltage at T0 is

Vn,\To - Vg2 + ±VTo(y-a)

where

fgi
dVaK,, - VAT0)- -j*rg\*0'

1 d2Vx\ ,
2 ^r r,

179 K
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(3.70)

(3.71)

(3.72)

Now Vg2 is the quadratically-extrapolated Si bandgap voltage at T**Q°K. The voltage Vg2

is more close to the Si bandgap at T0 than V^ in (3.66). Approximately, 1.179 K is the

theoretical value of Vg{0°K) [48]. The typical temperature variations of (3.63] and (3.70)

are compared in Fig. 3.4 neglecting the temperature curvature of K-. Also note the

difference of the nominal voltages at T0 in (3.65) and (3.71). The bias tempeiature varia

tion no longer appears in (3.71) because it is compensated by the PTATS voltage.

After the PTAT voltage is added, the nominal voltage at Tu is

{VBE+KVT) V.7+-T
1 d2Vg

fgi 2 dT2
r2 _ r l'2
1 o *-r r» (3.73)

The nominal value of (3.73) after the first-order temperature compensation is quite

different from that of the conventional approach given by (3.65) because (3.73) is the vol

tage at the intermediate step. The magnitude of the PTATS voltage FV} at T0 is obtained

by the subtraction of (3.73) from (3.71) as

FV} 1 v ( > 1 d2y*
2 dT2

T2 + LVl (3.74)

As expected, the correction voltages include the nonlinearity in the inherent Si bandgap

reference curvature as well as the bias current variation. Other error sources neglected can

be included in (3.74) easily as in the same manner as in the bias current variation.
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CHAPTER 4

DESIGN OF A PRECISION CMOS BANDGAP REFERENCE

As discussed in Section 3.5, existing CMOS bandgap reference implementations suffer

from many error sources unique to CMOS. In Sections 4.1 and 4.2, a systematic approach

suitable for a CMOS bandgap reference is described which reduces the effects of those error

sources. In Sections 4.3 and 4.4, the error and the noise analyses are given to predict the

performance of the proposed CMOS bandgap reference.

4.1. A Precision CMOS Bandgap Reference

4.1.1. Curvature; Compensation

The curvature compensation procedure is divided into two steps as illustrated in Fig.

4.1. The first step is to add a PTAT correction voltage KVT to VBE. After a PTAT

correction voltags is added, Vnf will exhibit the second-order temperature variation as in

Fig. 4.1(c). After a PTATS correction voltage FV} is added to that, A zero temperature

coefficient at room temperature is achieved as shown in Fig. 4.1(d). Figure 4.2 is the

overall schematic of the curvature-compensated CMOS bandgap reference which performs a

curvature compensation as well as an offset-free amplification. The A0 is the fixed gain of

the gain block determined by the capacitor ratio C2/C1. The current /„ is temperature-

independent while IT is PTAT. The current ID is the bias current whose temperature vari

ation should be well defined as a function of temperature.

If 0 and rb effects are neglected, Vnf is given by

Vrrf " Vbe +-£-±Vbe (4.1)

where
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Fig. k.l. Curvature compensation concept : (a) diode temoerature
variation, (b) a linear and a quadratic temperature
correction voltages, (c) first-order compensated output
voltage at the intermediate step and (d) the output
achieving a zero temperature coefficient at room
temperature.
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Fig. 4.2. Overall schematic of the curvature-compensated CMOS
bandgap reference.
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*VBE - VT\nA^f- - VT\nA +2VT(lf-) +\vT&)* + (4.2)

By trimming the ratio of two currents /r//<» we can adjust the PTATS correction voltage

independently of the PTAT correction voltage. The first-order compensated voltage

VBE+KVT is set by trimming CiJC\ and //> with IT disconnected at room temperature and

the final Vref is set by trimming ljllQ with lj connected also at room temperature. The

combined trims of the 6-bit binary-weighted capacitor array and the 6-bit resistor string

insure a total of 12-bit trim accuracy in setting Vref with comparison to a single 12-bit resis

tor trim in the existing designs.

4.1.2. Bias Current Generation

The circuit for generating the bias currents IT and I0 is illustrated in Fig. 4.3. The

current ID is generated in the same manner in I0. The stacked-cascode connection formed

by M\ to A/g forces the emitter currents of Qs and Qi to be equal. The same scheme is

also employed for the matching of the emitter currents of Q? and Q\q. The transistors A/9

and A/10 start this self-bias circuit. As indicated, (?4 and Q^ have A times larger emitter

areas than the remaining transistors. Therefore, the voltage developed across the resistor

R1 is PTAT and the current lT through R1 is also PTAT. The voltage V0 formed by Qg and

R2 is a first-order temperature compensated bandgap voltage. The temperature stability of

V0 is not so critical because it only affects the PTATS voltage (not PTAT). The voltage V0

is developed across R3 and the current I0 through Ry is also independent of temperature.

Therefore, the ratio It/I0 is easily trimmed by /?j. However, due to the mismatches of

the M\—M2 and M\\—M\2 transistor pairs, the voltage across R\ and R^ are not what they

are supposed to be. Let the mismatches of Kcs's of those MOS transistor pairs Vm\, Vm2

and K»3, etc.. Assuming current mirrors and pnp transistors are ideal, the currents /r, h

and Iq are given by
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IT - -L {2VT\nA+Vml) ,

/o - 4-(^+K"'2> and
Ri

K4
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(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

Substituting (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) into (4.1) and (4.2), and neglecting the higher orders,

we obtain

+ CLVT[tlA+4CL^[nJ-y2+v(Vref - VBE [ideal C\ C\ R\ V0

where

'be
•deal

+ KVT + FV} + Vf

p 1 dR
100 R dT

{v ,mti -C^VtVbe

4 CiJ?iK? K,"3

(4.6)

(4.7)

In (4.7), p represents the standard deviation (%) of the temperature coefficient of R4 which

is used for biasing VBE.

To see the effects of the mismatch voltage, Vt is approximated as in the following.

Estimating from (3.73) and (3.74), we have

K = 24 and F = 72 . <4-8)

If A = 10, from the relation of

VBE + 2-r2- ^rln/< * 1.256 K, (4.9)

we have



Ri
= 5.48 for VBE - 0.6 V

Also, from (4.6), we obtain

c2

c,
-

KVt 24
VT\nA In10

=s 10.4

R>
-

FV} __
0.9

•

Rx , c2 ln>< yl
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(4.10)

and (4.11)

(4.12)

Therefore, from (4.7),

Vt - 0.19^1-0.04^2 + 0.02^3 = 1 mV at 300°/: . (4.13)

The above equation indicates that the temperature coefficient uncertainty due to the

mismatch voltages is 50 times smaller than the uncertainty resulting from the offset of the

conventional bandgap reference given by (3.51). That is, in (3.51), the offset voltage is

amplified by a factor of 10 while, in (4.13), it is reduced by a factor of 5. Thus, the pro

posed approach is 50 times less sensitive to the MOS transistor mismatch than the existing

designs.

Table V summarizes the drawn dimensions and the bias conditions of the MOS

transistors used in the bias circuit when the nominal values of the resistors are used. The

current generation circuit of /# is exactly the same as that of l0 except that the sizes of the

transistors Afn_u, M\%-\% and A/31-34 are modified to 30tim/6fim to give a bias level of

30/i m for the nominal value of R4.

4.1.3. Offset-Free Amplification

For an offset-free amplification, the amplifier is divided into 2 stages as shown in Fig.

4.4. In the first offset storage mode, all the MOS switches are closed to sample the second

offset voltages of the individual op amps. In the process of opening the MOS switches Sx

and 52, the channel charges are injected into the op amp summing nodes to load the
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TABLE V

DRAWN DIMENSIONS AND BIAS CONDITIONS
OF MOS TRANSISTORS IN THE BIAS CIRCUIT

Transistors Widths(Atm) Length (/i/n) BiasifiA)

A/,-4 18 6 9.12

A/5-8 24 6 9.12

M9-10 6 6 0

M\\-14 78 6 89.5

A/15-I8 123 6 89.5

^19-22 24 6 9.11

A/23-26 24 6 9.11

A/27-30 33 6 12.5

A/3l_34 123 6 89.5

A/35-36 24 6 9.11

A/37 24 6 9.11

A/38-39 33 6 12.5

A/40-43 18 6 9.11

A/44 72 6 20.1

A/45 6 78 20.1
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capacitors C\ and C2. The charge injection differential voltage V/\ of the switches Si and

52 is sampled across C\ and C2 along with the offset voltage VosX. In the offset storage

mode, the first gain stage charges the coupling capacitor Cc to compensate for the input

differential voltage V/\. After the switches S3 and 54 are opened, two stages are connected

in a feedback amplification mode and the amplification of A VBE takes place by the capacitor

ratio C2/C1. When referred to input, the feed-thru difference of the switches S3 and S4 is

reduced by the open-loop gain of the first stage.
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4.1.4. Base Current and Base Resistance Cancellation

To compensate for the difference between the collector current and the emitter

current, the base current has to be returned to the emitter as shown in Fig. 4.5(a). How

ever, a simpler approach is to replicate the base current and allow it to flow into the emitter

as shown in Fig. 4.5(b). The base current is canceled up to 90% because the base currents

can match each other within 10% for the adjacent transistors on a single chip.

Although it is difficult to cancel the intrinsic base resistance rb exactly by the extrinsic

compensation resistance, assume the extrinsic compensation resistance Rb is required for

the compensation of the intrinsic base resistance rb as shown in Fig. 4.5(c). Then, RB

should be

RB - (— —) rb . (4.14)
B Vl+j82 A b

The extrinsic compensation resistance RB is made of the resistors which are formed using

the same n~ well as the pnp transistor base with a different n+ plug instead of the emitter

p+ plug as illustrated in Fig. 4.5(d). This extrinsic compensation resistance is supposed to

track the temperature variation of the intrinsic base resistance. For the same geometry, the

magnitude of the extrinsic compensation resistance is about 500CI which is approximately

one quarter of the measured intrinsic base resistance of pnp transistors.

4.2. OP Amp Design

The following requirements were considered in the design of two CMOS operational

amplifiers. Two amplifiers are identical.

1. Moderate gain for each stage (100 to 300).

2. Single dominant pole per stage.

3. Inherent zero systematic offset voltage.
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4. Capacitor driving capability (15pf for one stage and \00pF for two stages)

The configuration for two op amps is shown in Fig. 4.6. The transistors A/19—A/21 form a

bias string for the amplifier. The replica bias circuit composed of A/14—Mn performs a

level shift and a differential to single-ended conversion, and reduces the inherent sys

tematic offset. In order to limit the gain of each stage, the lower part composed of A/4-A/5

is not cascoded while the upper part A/6—A/9 is. The class-A source follower stages formed

by A/10—A/13 are added to meet the capacitor driving capability.

Each amplifier has only one single dominant pole determined by the time constant by

the output impedance of A/s and the stray capacitance connected to the drain of A/5.

Therefore, the frequency compensations of individual op amps are done by connecting the

frequency compensation capacitors Cc\ and Cci between this high impedance nodes and the

ac ground Kss as shown in Fig. 4.7. For the frequency compensation of two stages, the

TABLE VI

SIMULATED AMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE
(-55 to 125° C)

Al and A2 with 20pF load;

Gain 4%dB

Freq(Gain-l) 3.9A//fe

Phase Margin 65°

Open-Loop Pole '500kHz

Two Stages with \0OpF load;

Gain 91dB

Freq (Gain-10) 650kHz

Phase Margin 65°

Cyclic Time 5/us

Output Noise 100/x V (500kHz)
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Fig. 1*.7. Three-phase switched frequency compensation. The high
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Miller capacitance C,„ is returned from the high impedance node of the second stage to the

same node of the first stage to achieve a pole-splitting compensation. To avoid the right-

half plane zero, the source follower is used as shown in Fig. 4.7. SPICE simulated perfor

mances are summarized in Table VI. Table VII lists the drawn dimensions of the transis

tors and their bias conditions, and Table VIII lists the nominal capacitance values used.

4.3. Error Analysis

The error voltages in setting V^ as expressed in (3.71) and (3.73) contribute a ran

dom spread of the temperature coefficient of the reference output Vnf since they are not

deterministic and their magnitudes depend on the process. In the following subsections,

the effects of the individual error sources on the temperature coefficients of Vnf will be

discusse i one by one. To make the analysis meaningful, we assume that the PTAT correc

tion vol:age KVT and the PTATS correction voltage FVf are the ideal correction voltages

which compensate the temperature variation of V„f completely up to the second-order, and

that another PTAT and PTATS correction voltages such as K 'VT and F 'Vf are the actual

correction voltages which result from the random errors in setting Vnf such as the tem

perature coefficient spread of resistors, the mismatch voltages and so on.

4.3.1. Spread of Resistor Temperature Coefficients

As explained in Section 3.6.2, the bias current variation due to the temperature

coefficients of the diffused resistors used in the bias circuit can be compensated up to the

second-order by the curvature compensation as far as the magnitude of the temperature

coefficient is known. However, the temperature coefficient of the diffused resistors is not

considered fixed, but rather has a production spread of

1 dR

R dT
- x(i±-^) w*i°c (4.15)



TABLE VII

DRAWN DIMENSIONS AND BIAS CONDITIONS
OF MOS TRANSISTORS IN THE OP AMP

Transistors Widthsfcm) Length (/am) Bias(/*/f)

A/,-2 252 6 26.1

A/4-5 48 12 26.2

A/g_9 24 6 52.3

A/10 48 6 59.6

A/„ 328 6 408

A/,2 24 6 59.6

A/13 164 6 408

A/14-15 6 48 12.1

A/l6-17 24 12 12.1

A/,8 24 6 26.1

A/,9 12 6 26.1

A/20 252 6 26.1

A/21 48 12 26.1

A/40 224 6 287

Max 224 6 287

Mai 336 6 0

A/4J-44 63 6 0

A/45 366 6 0

TABLE: viii

CAPACITANCE VALUES

Capacitors pF

c, 0.65

c2 5.2 - 10.4

Q 4.3

cc, 7.5

Cc2 5.5

cm 5.5
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where X is the average temperature coefficient of R and p is the standard deviation (%).

Therefore, including the spread of resistor temperature coefficients, the emitter base poten

tial V 'be becomes

V'be- yB£ +-fifi (HVT-LV}) + (4.16)

where H and L defined in (3.52) represent the error occurred due to the spread of resistor

temperature coefficients.

We correct V 'BE in the same way as VBE because we are not affordable to perform an

individual temperature trim of Vnf on every chip. Thus, in a room temperature trim, we

make Vref at T0 by adding a PTAT correction voltage such that

(V'be + K'Vt) (VB£ + KVn (4.17)

where the right side is the predetermined setting voltage after the first-order correction vol

tage is added as given by (3.73). After neglecting the higher orders, we obtain from

(4.16) and (4.17)

*'-Jf-i«r/'+ToirIK'-. • (418)

For the optimum correction of V 'be-, however, K 'VT should have been chosen such that

K' - K- -j2_ H . (4.19)

Therefore, the error in setting the PTAT voltage is obtained by subtracting (4.19) from

(4.18) so that

{K'~{K~loo H)]Vt - Too LVr.yT • (420)

Similarly, for the second-order compensation, we make Vnf at T0 such that



(V 'be +K'VT +F'Vfi To - (Vbe +KVT +FV$)

Then,

F' - F .

However, F ' should have been

* ' + 100 L

Therefore, the error in setting the PTATS voltage is from (4.22) and (4.23)

lF'-(' +TooL)1- 100
LVl

By adding (4.20) and (4.24), the total correction voltage error Vt{ isgiven by

V,\ 100
L{V VT)VT .
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(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.25)

Therefore, the temperature coefficient error due to the production spread of the resistor

temperature coefficient is

dT
««/»** <r- inn '». D JT
100 100 '• R dT

= ±
10%

100
x26mVx\000ppm/°C * ±2.6 m*7°C .

(4.26)

That is, for the 10% variation of the resistor temperature coefficients, we have only

2.6ft VI°C which approximately corresponds to 2ppm/°C.

4.3.2. Gate-Source Voltage Mismatches

The gate-source voltage mismatches Vm{ and Vm2 affect the output only when the

second-order correction voltage is applied since they are included in the PTATS correction

voltage, while Vml appears all the time since Vml appears in the bias current of VBE. The

same analysis as in the previous section applies. If a PTAT correction voltage is added to
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satisfy (4.17), we have

K' - K- P (4.27)

where

P — —V i
*o

If a PTATS correction voltage is added to satisfy (4.21), we have

F' - F- -£- +N (4.28)

where

M* 2rfv K»" andCi/<i K0

For the optimum compensation, K ' and F' should have been chosen as

K' - K-M-P and (4.29)

F' - F + /V* .

From (4.27), (4.28) and (4.29), the correction voltage error becomes

Vtl - [A"-(tf-A/-P)]rr+[F'-(F + AO]^ (4.30)

- MVT{VTo~ VT)VT .

Therefore, the temperature coefficient error due to the random gate-source voltage

mismatches is

dVg

dT T0
- A/-^

To
-

CtRiVT
1 V
*CXRXV0T0 m]

- ± 2x-
10.4x0.9x26mKx5w V

1.2x300°/:

(4.31)
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= ±6.8 fiV/°C .

where (4.11) and (4.12) are employed in the approximation.

From (4.26) and (4.31), the statistical sum of two independent temperature

coefficient errors is given by

Jt, 2 y/:

(4.32)dVt

To "
\*V.\

+
To

dVtl

dT

2

TodT 11 ^

= (2.62 + 6.82)'/: = 7.3 ixVI°C .

This temperature coefficisnt error results from the 10% random spread of resistor tempera

ture coefficients and the 5mV random gate-source voltage mismatch of two identical adja

cent MOS transistors. 7 3ixV/°C approximately corresponds to 6Appm/°C. This level of

the production spread in the reference output temperature coefficients is to be expected.

4.3.3. Leakage from the Op Amp Summing Node

The source or drain of MOS switchs is to be connected to the op amp summing node

so as to charge the capacitive node periodically. A leakage current // through a reverse-

biased source or drain junction connected to the summing node contributes Vout to drift up

as illustrated in Fig. 4.8. This leakage current heavily depends on process and exhibits an

exponential temperature drift. In the circuit shown in Fig. 4.8, the following relation holds :

/ - r *V> i r(A^

where the summing node voltage change AVs is related to the change of Vom by

C,
LVZ - -

(Ci + C2)
AK,

Therefore, the time rate of the output voltage change is

(4.33)

(4.34)



Fig. U.8. Junction leakage current from the op amp
summing node.
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A Khii 'I (A 1C\
-rr'ic; • <4-35)

The leakage current in the reverse biased junction is mainly due to the space-charge

generation current although the injected minority carrier still exists. The generation

current in the space charge region of width, Xs —0.5/tm, and area, Aj —664/* m2, is

approximately [58]

7(300°*) - qAjXsrti M l-6xlQ-|9x664Mm2x0.5/*mxl.4xl010 (4 36)
*"o *X1U

= 3.7xl0~13 A .

where r0 is the excess carrier life time. Assuming Xs ami r, are constant with tempera

ture, the junction leakage current 7/(7") at T with respect to 7/(r„) at the reference tem

perature T0 is from (AIL 16)

13/2 j>

l,(T) - /,(r.) j-\ "Pt-J^-d +-f-M • «.37)
lr«]

- *<r-} Mr
3/2 ^

exp[23(l- -f))

For example, at 400°*, the leakage current in the area of 664/* m2 is from (4.36) and

(4.37)

7/(400°*) = 484 7/(300°*) as 0.18 nA . (4.38)

Then, the time rate change of VQU, expressed by (4.35) is

7/(400°*) 0.18xl0-9 _ 13g y/sgc at mofC (439)
2C, 2x0.65x10"

For \0ftsec cyclic time, the maximum departure of V„f during one full cycle time is

7/(400°*)

2C,
xlOfisec - \3SV/secx\0nsec - 1.38 mV . (4.40)



The temperature error due to leakage current is

1.38mK
T.C Error

1.2^x200°*

In the actual circuit, however, part of this error is canceled because the amplifier is in a

differential configuration. Even though I, is heavily dependent upon the process, the typi

cal leakage current is on the order of \0~AA/m2 level which is much lower than the estima

tion of (4.36). Therefore, the temperature coefficient error due to this level of leakage is

virtually negligible.

5.3 ppml°K .
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(4.41)

4.3.4. Bias Current Instability

The bias current ID of VBe which is generated in the same manner as 70 in Fig.4.3 is

from (4.15)

"4

(4.42)

The process spread of Ra temperature coefficient makes the spread of the output Vnf as

analyzed in Section 4.3.1. Since the temperature variation of V0 is random, the drift of V0

including Vml will affect the reference output V„f directly through the relation of

(Vo+V,*))
BE Vr\n

15R<
(4.43)

Assuming Vml is constant as discussed in Section 3.4.3, the temperature coefficient error of

Vnf due to the temperature variation of V0 is from (4.43)

T.C Error
1 dV0

V0 + V„3 V0. dT

26mV 1 dV0
1.256 V V0 dT

1 dV0

(4.44)

at 300°* .

The instability of V0 appears at the reference output reduced by a factor of 48.3. For

example, the \00ppm/°C temperature drift of V0 makes V„f drift at a rate of
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approximately 2ppm/°C.

4.3.5. Others

Besides the errors discussed in the previous subsections, errors may come from the

finite op amp gain, the differential temperature coefficient of capacitors and the uncanceled

/3 and r6, etc.. As far as these error sources are constant, they are actually canceled out

because the temperature variation can be compensated up to the second order. The pro

duction spreads of these error sources directly appear as a spread of the reference output

temperature coefficient.

The error involved in the trim procedure is the absolute error in setting the reference

output voltage. The output trim can be performed with ±0.3mV accuracy. For example,

0.3mV PTAT missetting gives rise to approximately l.2ppm/°C in the worst case. When

statistically summing all the error sources discussed in Section 4.3, the production spread of

the reference output temperature coefficient is less than \0ppmj° C theoretically.

4.4. NOISE ANALYSIS

The primary merit of a correlated-double sampling is to remove the switching tran

sient and the switch reset noise such as found in charge sensing circuits. This feature is

desirable in a low frequency signal processing because 1// noise density at low frequency is

effectively eliminated in the correlated-double sampling process. However, the application

of this technique in high-speed data-acquisition systems results in the increase of a noise

spectral density. The reason is that the cut-off frequency of the chopper-stabilized

amplifier or the comparator in data-acquisition systems is usually much higher than the

noise sample-subtraction cycle. As a consequence of aliasing, the white thermal noise is

doubled and the \/f noise remains at the same level for the typical ratio of the clock fre

quency to the cut-off frequency.



(a)

0.01 0.1 100 1000

Fig. k.9. (a) Correlated double sampling (CDS), (b) The scale
factor of 1/f noise after CDS.
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4.4.1. Effects of a Correlated-Double Sampling

Fig. 4.9(a) shows the circuit equivalence of the correlated-double sampling scheme.

Assuming the extremely fast unity-gain input sense stage A\y the output spectral density

[40], [59]-[60]

S0M - 2(l-coscoAr)S,(a») (4.45)

where AT is the time delay between the offset sample and the output sample. The output

spectral density at the output is nulled at every multiple frequency of 1/A T.

The white noise variance at the output in the effective bandwidth <u2 of A2 is

8

"2tt
7_ ^ju^J sMdia (4.46)

where hwhlle is the white noise scale factor associated with the correlated-double sampling

and is given by

8 - -L f 2(l-cosa»Ar)</a> = 2 for a>2A7>>l . <4.47)
«2 J0

The doubled white thermal noise is due to the subtraction of two uncorrected noises.

Similarly, the 1// noise variance at the output is

8 2.75" _ °'//
V° ~ 2n

f S,Mdu> (4.48)

where the low frequency limit is taken as <o\ instead of zero and the \/f noise scale factor

associated with the correlated-double sampling is

w2

2(1-cosg>A7')

. (4.49)

r ZU-coso>A7J .

The scale factor B]/f versus o>2 is illustrated in Fig. 4.9(b). If A2 bandlimits the noise up



White
Noise

Frequency (7T/AT)

(a)

Before CDS

2 3

Frequency (7T/AT)

(b)

Fig. U.10. Effect of correlated double sampling (CDS) on the op
amp white thermal noise (a) and 1/f noise (b).
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to oi2AT-1.0, 90% of the 1// noise is canceled while the increased bandwidth, for example

<u2Ar-10, reduces the \/f noise only by 15%. If the 1// noise corner frequency where

the \/f noise equals the white thermal noise is less than 1/4AT, the 1// noise is negligible

compared to the thermal noise after the correlated-double sampling. This corner frequency

is heavily dependent upon the process. Fig. 4.10 illustrates the effects of the correlated-

double sampling on the white noise and the 1// noise of the op amp as indicated by (4.45).

4.4.2. Op Amp Thermal Noise and l/f Noise

Noises associated with MOS transistors can be divided into the following two. They

are:

1. Thermal Noise ; Thermal noise of MOS devices arises because of the finite chan

nel resistance. The input-referred spectral density is

A _ 4kT{l J_) (4.50)
A/ 3 g,„

where g,„ is the transconductance of the device. This noise is white.

2. Flicker Noise (1/f Noise) ; Flicker Noise is associated with the presence of extra

electron energy states at the Si-Si dioxide interface. The slow charging and discharging of

these surface states give rise to the noise concentrated at low frequency. The input-

referred spectral density is

5 . Kl I (4.51)
A/ CoxWL f

where K \ is a constant representing the particular process.

When the noise contributions of each transistors in op amps are considered (Fig. 4.6),

the equivalent input noise of op amps A\ and A2\s
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v«ii-2 2v,2,_2 + 2
gmA-$

gml-2
VmA-S + 2

Smft—1

Sm\-l
V,2,6-7 + 2

£m8-9

£wl-2
V«6-7

= 2v,2,_2 (4.52)

where vT, 0-l,2,",7) is the equivalent noise of the transistor M, and gm, is its transcon-

ductance. To reduce the thermal noise of M\-2, relatively bigdevices (252fjLm/6fxm) were

used for M\ and M2. Since the gm\-2 are much bigger than the rest of the transistors,

other contributions can be neglected in the noise estimation. For this geometry, the total

equivalent input-referred noise resistance of A/1-2 is

2 1 1
Rml-l ™ T"

u^Co^-t- h 1-2)

1

3 (2x35xl0-6x-?p-x26xl0-6),/!
o

(4.53)

= 1.9 kCl .

4.4.3. Noise of Substrate PNP Transistors

When the input AVBE is amplified in Fig. 4.2 and 4.4, the capacitor C2 is connected to

the emitter of the substrate pnp transistor, and thus the equivalent noise voltage at the

emitter is also amplified by a gain factor of C-JC\ and band-limited by the gain stage.

There are four kinds of noises in bipolar transistors except the avalanche noise which

accompanies Zener breakdown. They are

1. Shot Noise : Shot noise is associated with a direct current across the junctions of

diodes or transistors. The spectral density is

Tf-1"'
(4.54)

where / is a direct current through a junction. The corner frequency of this noise is so

high that it can be assumed white in the frequency range of interest.
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2. Thermal Noise : The spectral density of the thermal noise in series with a resistor

R is

-£ - 4*77? . (4.55)
A/

3. Flicker Noise (I//) : Flicker noise is mainly caused by traps associated with con

tamination and crystal defects in the emitter-base depletion layer. It is also associated with

a flow of direct current. The spectral density is

JL - Kl£fif (4.56).
A/ 2/ J

where K2 is a constant for a given process, 6=0.5*2.

4. Burst Noise : Burst noise is associated with heavy metal contamination and also

related to a direct current. The spectral density is

T

r , Ic

Tf " *31 +(///,)- *f ' o <4'57>

where K3 is a constant, / is a direct current, c=0.5"2 and fc is a particular frequency for a

given process.

Including all the above noise sources, a pnp transistor is shown with three noise

sources in Fig. 4.11(a). Their spectral densities are

.71

-?= - AkTh «•«>
A/

£ - 2al€ and <«9>
A/

These three noise sources can be replaced with two input-referred noise sources v, and /,

as shown in Fig. 4.11(b).



V:

H3
.2

± ©

(a)

f V,DD

d)

v.

« Vss

lb)

To C2
O

Fig. U.ll. (a) Noise sources of pnp transistors, (b) Input-
referred equivalent noises.
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JT. JJ+-L and (4.61)

.7 _ T+ t (4.62)

For the circuit of Fig. 4.11(b), the dominant source is v,2 because the base terminal is

grounded. From (4.58), (4.59) and (4.61), the equivalent input noise spectral density is

given by

-£ - 4*7K„ <*-«>
A/

where the equivalent input noise resistance Req is

Reg - r„ + ~- • <464>

This noise source is directly connected to the input of the gain stage through the emitter

follower. The input-equivalent noise resistance Req is estimated to be

4.4.4. Output Noise and its Spectral Density

At the output of the proposed reference, there appear two kinds of noises. One is

the direct noise while the output sync pulse stays high and the other is the sampled-held

noise at the load capacitor while the output sync pulse is low. When the sync pulse is

high, the reference is represented equivalently as in Fig. 4.12(a) after replacing all the noise

sources with the ideal noise generators, the resistors Rc\, Rv2 ana* ^rJ represent the on

resistances of the MOS switches for the capacitors d, C2 and C3, respectively. Their ther

mal noise densities are v^/A/, v£/A/ and vJ/A/, respectively, and v^/A/ is the

equivalent input noise of the op amp which has a gain of Aop and a dominant pole at ptt.

Among these, the op amp input noise and the pnp transistor noise are dominant in magni-



I04-

I03-

So IQ2"
(^.v/ypiz) 10-

,-1
(T—

(a)

(b)

0 20 30 40

Frequency (KHz)

50

4.12. Simplified noise equivalent circuit of the referenc<
(a) and measured noise spectral density (b).
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tude compared to the others. All the noise sources are

-fi - 2x4*77?,, ,
A/

V,?2
A/

- 2xAkT{Ri 2+ Req) »

?Tvni

A/
— 4kTRc3 and

IT JT~ J77

A/
- [1 - exp(--u>AT)]2i

vvq\

A/
+

%2

A} If

100

(4.66)

(4.67)

(4.68)

(4.69)

where the factor of 2 results from the differential configuration of the actual circuit and Rvq

is the equivalent noise resistance of the substrate pnp transistor.

Assuming the time constants formed by switch on resistances and capacitances are

negligible compared to \/p„. The transfer function of v^ to the output is

His) -
S+P\

(4.70)

where

Pi 1+^*

"fr
(4.71)

Similarly, under the assumption that the transfer functions from y„\ and vn2 to the output

are

His)
Cx + C2

His) and

H2(s) -
Cj + C2

His) ,

respectively. The equivalent input referred noise spectral density is thus

(4.72)

(4.73)



Output Noise

Time

Fig. U.13. Output noise in time domain. T is the
time during which op amp noise appears
at the output.
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(4.74)

The output V„f is the sum of two processes as shown in Fig. 4.13. A stationary pro

cess is applied periodically (on-ofD to a linear system with an impulse response hit) and

the output is sampled during on cycle. From (4.70), the impulse response of Hio>) is the

form of

hit) - AopPoe-p''uit) <*-™

where uit) is an unit step function. As in Appendix III, the autocorrelation function of

the output R0ir) is related to the input autocorrelation function R,ir) so that

Roitu '2) - R,Uu ti)m hit,)* hit2) (4.76)

where

oo

R.ir) - ^-fsM^dr . (4.77)

Therefore, we can get the autocorrelation of the output R0ir) from (4.75), (4.76) and

(4.77).

For an order-of-magnitude calculation, let's assume that S, im) is white. Then,

R,itut2) - *,(0)S(f, -/2) h>0 and t2>0

— 0 otherwise

(4.78)

where R,i0) is the equivalent input white noise variance. From (4.76) and (4.78), we have

R,UU h)* fiitj - (R,it\-T-t2)hir)dT
o

- ^^^(0)r'|('r,|)ii(i|-f2) for /,, t2>0 ,

and finally

(4.79)
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RoUuh) - R,itut2)mhUi)mh(i2) (480)

- A2y0Rm]e-p^-'*r)uitx-t2+T)

- dklM*L e-n<T4{l _ e-»\'t) for f>,2 .
1p\

For /i^/2» the role of t\ and /2 is to be reversed. Note that, as t is getting bigger, (4.80)

becomes

R(t) _ AJPJRM e-Px\r\ (4 gl)
2/7,

If we limit the time to the interval of -Ts^ r ^ Ts, we have

fio(T) . ^ a_H) *.W°> g-'|M for |r|<r. (4.82)

— 0 otherwise .

Taking the Fourier transform of (4.82), the output spectral density is

k
T5 A0\p2R,iO) l
T p2 \ + ia>/pi)2

Therefore, the output noise variance during Ts is from (4.83)

Roi0) - ^^R,i0) (4.84)
T ip\

where R,(0) is the magnitude of input noise spectral density when S, iut) is assumed to be

white. The noise variance of (4.84) is sampled when the sync pulse is low. During the

other time slot of T—Ts% we have

SQM - f R0ir)e-J»rdT (4.83J



R„ir) -
T-T, Ts

T T T-Ts

0 otherwise .

t| } A2np2R,iO)
2pi
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for |t|<7--7; (4.85)

The spectral density of the output during T—Ts is by taking the Fourier transform of (4.85)

2„2

/ 2 2pi

where sincx — sin*/*. The total output noise variance is from (4.83) and (4.86)

A2PPo2 Ts t% t T-Tsv" lv0 ±- f S.(mUm - RAO) i3B=- -^ (1 +
lit *0 2p\ I

0 .

Also by adding (4.83) and (4.86), the total output noise spectral density is given by

(r-7;)2 p, . ,a>(r-r5)A2d2 TS0M - Jtf(0>i=£L*L
Pi T

-y- + j.— y sine2-
Pi

(4.86)

(4.87)

(4.88)

where 7* and 7*, are the clock period and the sync pulse on time, respectively.

The output sampling introduces the under-sampled noise spectrum as in (4.88). The

observed spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.12(b). The output noise of the reference differs

from chip to chip. Typically, 400/ut V at the output in the 500kHz bandwidth is observed.

This value is a little higher than the theoretical noise. The discrepancy is believed to be

due to the high \/f noise and not to the limitation of this kind of reference. When only

white thermal noise is considered based on (4.47), (4.53), (4.65) and (4.69), the theoreti

cal noise should be tess than 100> V in the 500kHz bandwidth.
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CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR A CMOS BANDGAP REFERENCE

5.1. Design Considerations

5.1.1. Trimming Accuracy

To set the reference output voltage, we need some kind of trim networks which are

usually composed of passive components such as resistor strings and binary-weighted capa

citor arrays. The trim networks of a resistor string and a binary-weighted capacitor array

are illustrated in Fig. 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. Note that the capacitor trim is performed

electronically while the resistor trim is done by blowing the fuses between the taps. Table

IX summarizes the trim ranges of the individual resistor strings and the capacitor array if

the nominal resistance of 6^-wide p~ diffused resistor is 70ft. There are four trims of the

passive components.

1. R2 Trim : A 6-bit resistor string is necessary to set the internal bias voltage V0

which is shown in Fig. 4.3. the voltage V0 is trimmed with ±5.2mV accuracy. If every

thing is ideal, this 5.2mVsetting error corresponds to the V0 temperature drift of

TABLE IX

OUTPUT VOLTAGE TRIM RANGE

Bits Min. Max. LSB Range imV)

R2 6 35*ft 63 k a 441ft 343±5.2

*3 6 10.5* ft 24.5 k ft 221ft 46.7±0.7

Ra 6 31.5*ft 59.5* ft 441ft 16.5 ±0.3

c2 6 5.2pF \0.4pF O.OZlpF 480±7.5



Pad Fuse, , Fuse Pad

LSB MSB

O- -'Vv*- •>w\—,,—/w -w—<> o

6-Bit Binary-Weighted R String

U)

(b)

Fig. 5.1. Blowing fuse type resistor trim
string and (b) its photo.

(a) a resistor

io6
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-^^ - 17.3 ppml°C . (5.1)
300° K

2. R3 Trim : The resistor /?3 is trimmed to give the second-order correction voltage

determined by the ratio of IT/I0. The ratio of the PTAT current IT and the temperature

independent current /„ is related to the ratio of R3/R1 from (4.3) and (4.4). If this ratio

is adjusted by R\ instead of R3> we have to trim R2 again to set V0 because V0 depends on

R\ through IT. For this reason, R3 is chosen for the R3/R1 ratio trim. The R\ is fixed at

14* ft approximately.

3. Ra Trim :The resistor R4 is to generate the bias current ID which is given by (4.5).

l0 is generated exactly in the same way as I0 as shown in Fig. 4.3. Due to the logarithmic

character of VBe as a function of //>, we can achieve a fine trim accuracy. The diode vol

tage VB£ is not a linear function of R4. However, if the incremental variation of Ra is

small enough, the emittei-base potential VBE changes linearly by

INCREMENT of VBE - VT In Id+ U° - yT in -j- (5.2)
*s *s

- ** - -*¥
4. C2 Trim : The capacitor C2 trim is combined with R4 trim to set the output V„f

with the total trim range of 4%0mV±0.3mV. The LSB of C2 is designed to be equal to the

second MSB of Ra to insure no discontinuity in the trim of the output.

To sum up, the room temperature trim procedures of the reference is as follows

First Step : Adjust R2 to set the predetermined V0 (4.9).

Second Step : Adjust R4 and C2 to set the predetermined Vnf with IT disconnected.

At this step, the reference output Vnf is the intermediate voltage without the PTATS

correction voltage FV} (3.73).



6-Bit Binary-Weighted C Array
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(b)

Fig. 5.2. Electronic capacitor trim
(b) its photo.
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a) a capacitor array and
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Third Step : Adjust R3 to set the predetermined Vref with IT connected. After this

step, the final reference output Vnf contains both the PTAT and PTATS correction vol

tages (3.71).

5.1.2 Latch-Up Prevention

The regenerative mechanism of the four-layer pnpn structures has long been known

to explain a latch-up failure in CMOS. Fig. 5.3 shows a typical CMOS cross section show

ing a latch-up path. For example, one pnpn path runs from the p* source of the /^-channel

device, through the n~ well, continuing into the p" substrate, and ending at the n+ source

of the n-channel device. Tikis pnpn structures consists of a vertical pnp transistor coupled

with a lateral npn transistor so that the pnp collector sources the base current of the npn

transistor while the npn collector sinks the base current of the pnp transistor. This pnpn

structure resembles a semiconductor controlled rectifier (SCR). Under the normal bias

condition, the pnpn structure remains in off condition. Only a small leakage current will

flow across the n~ well and the substrate junction under normal bias. However, if certain

conditions are met, the parasitic bipolar transistor may become active. Generally, for a

latch-up to occur, the following three conditions must be met:

Condition 1 : Both npn and pnp transistors must be biased into the forward active

region for appreciable minority carrier injection to occur.

Condition 2 : To allow regeneration, the following sufficient loop gain is required ;

0*.'A* > 1 • (53)
Condition 3 : Sufficient current source or sink external to the pnpn path is required

to sustain the high-current condition.

The above condition 1 is easily met if the lateral currents lis in the substrate and liw in

the n~ well are present as shown in Fig. 5.3. The n+ source can be shorted to the /?+ sub

strate contact by the external metal line. Likewise, the p+ source can also be shorted to
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P~ Substrate

Fig. 5.3. Cross-sectional view of one CMOS latch-up path,
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the n+ well contact by the external metal line. When a lateral current is induced by some

means between VDD and V55 terminals, lateral ohmic voltage drop appears in the substrate

and the well due to their high resistivities. This lateral ohmic voltage drop forward-biases

the emitter-base junctions of the parasitic npn and pnp transistors, thus to initiate latch-up.

There are many ways in which the lateral current can arise. They are

1. Excess Supply : If an applied terminal voltage VDD—Vss exceeds the breakdown

voltage of the n~ well and p" substrate junction will produce a lateral current.

2. Voltage Transient : The voltage transient or spike on the supply line produces a

displacement current from VDD to Vss- The increase of VDD- \'ss widens the n" well and

p~ substrate depletion layer to support the additional voltage between the supply terminals.

The resulting displacement current from VDD to V^ is proportional to both the junction

capacitance and the time rate of the voltage change across the junction so that

MVdd-Vss) {SA)

where Cjw is the well-substrate junction capacitance.

3. Radiation : The ionizing radiation such as X-ray or y-ray generates electron-hole

pairs. Generated minority carriers in the depletion region and within a diffusion length are

swept across the depletion layer. Upon crossing the depletion layer, they participate in the

lateral current flow as majority carriers.

4. Input Protection Circuit Overdrive ; The gate protection diode at the input termi

nal will be a source for the lateral current by injecting minority carriers into the substrate

when the input terminal voltages are lower or higher than the supply voltage.

Although it is unusual, however, in a CMOS bandgap reference, the n~ well is inten

tionally used as a base of the vertical pnp structure. Thus the forward-biased p+ emitter in

the n" well inject holes into the base and these injected holes are swept across the well-

substrate junction and collected at the substrate. Therefore, in the layout of the vertical
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pnp transistors, special care was taken to avoid latch-up conditions. Without changing the

process, the general guide lines of good CMOS layout for avoiding latch-up are to:

1. Minimize the lateral current which can flow along a potential latch-up path.

2. Reduce the magnitude of the voltage-producing shunt resistance components.

3. Avoid the close spacing between ihe n+ diffusion and the n~ well to suppress the

parasitic lateral npn transistor action.

Specifically, the /i+ diffusion tied to the negative supply Kss should not be placed

close to the a" well to reduce the current gain of the lateral npn transistors. Although the

extensive use of guard bands is noi compatible with the layout compaction for a high den

sity CMOS, every ri" well should be surrounded with a n+ guard band so as to effectively

lower the lateral resistance. When possible, a pseudo collector should be placed around

the gate-protection diode. For the substrate pnp transistor, the p+ diffusion should sur

round the base n~ well to collect ihe majority holes injected from the base. Even though

the holes injected from the well can still drift and diffuse under the surrounding collector,

the order of two immunity to latch-up

5.1.3. MOS Switches

Depending on the device size and the applied voltage, an MOS switch has a finite

resistance of

R°n " w (5.5)fiCox^iVcs-V*)

where Vlh is the threshold voltage. As shown in Fig. 5.4(a), the MOS switches for MsX

and Ms2 for capacitors C\ and C2 introduce a delay in the feedback. The loop gain Af

becomes
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Fig. 5.1*. Switch on-resistance effects : (a) amplification
mode and (b) first offset storage mode.
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Ro2n2 +<4^)2
'A

Af - A
<aC2

2 ^ /_!_ ^ _l_u
exp

-A« (5.6)

iRonl + ^<wi2) + ( ft>C| CtiC2

where Ron\ and /*0»2 are the on resistances of the MOS switches Ms\ and Ms2> and A0 is

the phase delay of

A0 -l
tan

1 ( 1 t 1 ) tjn-i !
^o»fl + ^o/i2 W^l *>Ql ««>^o«2C2

(5.7)

ss tan"1
1 -tan"1

a>/?onlCi """ 0)/?on2C2

Thus, if we make the time constant Ron\Ci equal to the time constant R0„iC2, the phase

delay A© due to the on resistances of the MOS transistors approaches zero. In the actual

circuit, however, the capacitor C2 is variable from 52pF to 10.4pF to trim tie output vol

tage Vn/, and the matching of the two time constants is not economical because the sizes

of the MOS switches is to be adjusted along with the capacitors. We can miike the size of

Ms\ and Ms2 arbitrarily big enough for the external phase delay to be negligible. For the

geometry of W/L-36fim/6nm, Ronl is from (5.5)

1
Rait\ ^*

35xio-6x4r<5-D
o

a= u*n
(5.8)

Even though 50% change of C2 is allowed, the phase delay amounts to

1 -. 1
A0 - tan"1

2ir600kHz x\.2kCl x0.65pF
- tan

-1.

2w600kHzx\.2kClx\0.4pF

- 0.1' (5.9)

which is virtually negligible.

Another case is shown in Fig. 5.4(b) where A/,3 hold the amplifier A\ to the unit gain

configuration. The time constant formed by R0„3 and C1+C2 is about 8.6/isec. There

fore, the phase delay due to A/,3 is
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» ~*—"isJz+cf (510)
= 90° - tan" 2nx3.9MHzx%.6nsec * U° '

To reduce this extra phase shift due to A/,3, the size of transistor must be increased. As

the size is getting bigger, the clock feedthru and the leakage current to the substrate at the

summing nodes will complicate the situation. Fortunately, this phase shift is not critical in

the operation because as far as the amplifier is compensated to be stable, the speed of the

unit gain settling is only a small part of the offset sample and subtraction cycle.

5.2. Substrite PNP Transistor Design

Since :he aim of this work is to build a precision MOS voltage reference without

modifying ail existing standard CMOS process, no arbitrary change of the process to optim

ize component performance is permitted. Therefore, the worst case component perfor

mance must be taken into account. The most critical limitation is the base spreading resis

tance and the finite current gain of the substrate pnp transistors. The substrate pnp transis

tor whose base is the /Twell has an inappropriately high resistivity as a transistor base. For

the further reduction of the base spreading resistance, the base contact surrounds the

emitter junction as shown in Fig. 5.5. The emitter junction and the base contact plug are

separated by 9fim even though the separation may be reduced further. The finite current

gain of less than 50 must be considered in the design although 0 of 100 to 250 was

observed experimentally. In the following two subsections, the design considerations upon

the base spreading resistance and the current gain will be discussed.

5.2.1. Base Spreading Resistance Limitation

The base of the substrate pnp transistor shown in Fig. 5.6(a) can be divided into two

regions. The active base region is directly under the emitter diffusion and transistor action
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Fig. 5.5. (a) Photograph of one substrate pnp transistor
unit cell and (b) its actual dimension (drawn),
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takes place in this region. The remainder of the base is the inactive neutral region.

Assuming low-level injection and neglecting the depletion region under the emitter-base

junction, the lumped equivalent rM and rb2 represent the active and inactive base regions,

respectively. T\ and T2 are the depths of the corresponding base regions.

Assume the differential emitter area of thickness dx as shown in Fig. 5.6(a) to be

equipotential. The currents I\ to /„ and the resisunces R x to R„ are the currents and the

resistances of the differential elements. Then, the active base area is modeled as shown in

Fig. 5.6(b). Since the current density remains constant all over the emitter area, the

current through the /—th differential element is

/, - XrxdxIB . (5.11)
a"

Symmetry of the emitter and the resistance calculating method [50] give the resistance of

the differential element of

Ri . £_ lni£±£ ~ £r±dx (5.12)
' %TX 2x-dx ZTX x

where ps is the resistivity of the base region. Therefore, the transverse ohmic voltage

drop across the active base area is from (5.11) and (5.12)

rblIB - limT//( T Rj)

3. 3.

- tfWk -**>«* - ifr /. (513)*T\*% Jx 2 16/i

where pJT\ is the resistance per square of the active base region. From (5.13), we obtain

"» - ifk • (514)
In the same manner, rb2 is given by
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•*-ft*i- (515)

Adding (5.14) and (5.15) yields the total intrinsic base resistance of

*-». +*-T&7+ft tai • (516)
In the current process, the rb is estimated to be 1.5/cH. For 1.5fcft, the ohmic voltage

drop is rbIB—0.21mV which is much smaller than the thermal voltage 26mV at 25°C.

Therefore, the effective emitter area reduction [62] due to the base crowding is negligible.

5.2.2. Current Gain Limitation

At a low bias current level, the current gain /3 is limited by the space charge recombi

nation current. Therefore, the minimum base current level should be much greater than

the space charge recombination current in the emitter-base junction to avoid the /3 reduc

tion due to this mechanism. The space charge recombination current in the emitter-base

space charge region is a weak exponential function of VBE [58] :

qAeXsitj qVBE .I, - -—— expw (5.17)

where Ae is the emitter area, Xs is the width of the space-charge region, and T0-l/N,8vlh is

the lifetime associated with the recombination of excess carriers in a region with a density

N, of recombination centers, a cross section 8 of recombination centers and a thermal velo

city vlh of carriers. For typical values, the recombination current is estimated to be

, 1.6xlQ-|9x324Mm2xQ.5MXl.4xl010 .„_ 0.6V .. 1Q,
/, •• c 7—c exp-r—rr—77 15.18;

2xl0"6 "2x26mV

= 19 nA at 300°* .

Assuming a current gain of 100, emitter current should be greater than \.9fiA. In an

actual circuit, however, the current gain /3 does not decrease down to the emitter current of



Fig. 5-7. Typical measured performance of the substrate pnp
transistors in Berkeley CMOS process.
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IfiA. The minimum emitter bias current is designed to be more than 5p.A.

5.3. Component Measurement Results

The minimum feature size in the layout is 6p.m. As jump wires, n-diffusion resistors

i25£l/Sq.) and polysilicon resistors (30ft/Sg.) are used outside and inside the n~ well,

respectively, to reduce a connection resistance. The p+ diffusion resistor 05Cl/Sq.) in the

n~ well is used as a resistor component. As a capacitor component, the polysilicon-n+

diffusion capacitor i5x\0~9F/cm2) separated by lOnm thin oxide is used. The problem in

the use of the substrate pnp transistor is the direct carrier injection into the substrate which

may initiate the latch-up plaguing CMOS circuits. No latch-up is observed in the measure

ment even under the power supply transient.

The typical measured characteristics of pnp transistors are shown in Fig. 5.7. No base

crowding effect is observed over the \~\00p.A emitter current range. The current gain 0 is

also relatively constant within this range. However, in the emitter current range over

\QQ(jlA, the base crowding effect is detrimental. In the range lower than l^A, fi is

reduced by the space charge recombination current. The unit cells of Fig. 5.5(a) are con

nected in parallel to make the multiple emitter devices. The emitter area ratio of A»9 is

chosen in an actual layout. The typical measured temperature variations of 0 and diffused

resistors are shown in Figs. 5.8(a) and (b), respectively. The current gain 0 is minimum at

-50° C and the average value at room temperature is 155. Table X summarizes pnp

transistor parameters derived from the experimental data. The reverse saturation current

temperature data is listed in Table XI and Table XII summarizes the £ and VBE measure

ment data including temperature coefficients. The temperature data of the p+ diffused

resistor in the /Twell is listed in the Table XIII. The temperature coefficient of the diffused

resistors has a standard deviation of 3% and can match each other within 1.2%. Finally, the

measured device parameters for the typical sizes of NMOS and PMOS transistors are
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Fig. 5.8. Typical measured temperature characteristics of (a)
the current gain of pnp transistors and (b) diffused
resistors.
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summarizedinTableXIV.

TABLEX

PNPTRANSISTORPARAMETERS'

fiIsVaf\

1559Jx\0'lbA42V6.2xl0"4

•/£-30ixAat25°C.

TABLEXI

REVERSESATURATIONCURRENT(Amp)

SaturationCurrentIs

MeanDev.Min. Tern.UnitMax.

-50°CxlO"238.96.63.219.3

-25°CxlO"206.41.55.19.1

0°CxlO"188.62.25.91.2

25°CxlO"169.71.97.512.4

50°CxlO"142.70.7523.9

75°CxlO"137.20.926.18.4

110°CxlO"112.50.352.13
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TABLE XII

CURRENT GAIN AND EMITTER-BASE POTENTIAL

Mean Dev. Min. Max.

Current Gain 0

j3at300Mtf 155 89 91 273

T.C. of 0* 6503 872 6471 7792

Emitter-Base Potential Vbe

0.6309 0.005 0.6268VBEiV) it 300°K 0.6360

T.C. of VBE*m 1.985 0.095 -1.S6 -2.07

*ppm/°C.

♦•First-orderT.C, mV/°C.

TABLE XIII

TEMPERATURE DATA OF DIFFUSED RESISTORS

(-55 to 125° C)

Mean Dev. Min. Max.

p+ Diffused Resistor;

68.9 3.1 64.6Sheet Resistance (ft /square) 72.1

T.C. of/?* 886 27.9 849 917

Ratio of 6R/R" 5.952 0.02 5.9304 5.9794

T.C.o(6R/R' 10.6 2.2 8.9 13.6

•T.C. unit is ppm/°C.
••/? and 6R are composed of 40and 240 squares of 6/am-wide p diffusion.
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TABLE XIV

MOS TRANSISTOR PARAMETERS

w

L

123

6

123

12

123 123

6 12

Type NMOS NMOS PMOS PMOS

Vjo 0.7 V 0.8 V -0.6 V -0.7 V

Lambda 0.037 K-1 0.025 K"1 0.035 Vx 0.01 V~x

Field Vlh >\3V >\2V

Gamma 0.167 0.312

MO)* 35p.AlV2 20p.AlV2
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5.4. Reference Test Results

The circuit realizing a precision CMOS bandgap reference is fabricated employing a

self-aligned Si-gate CMOS process on a 20-30ftcm Boron-doped p-type <100> substrate.

The gate oxide is lOnm and the drawn minimum feature is 6p.m. Fig. 5.9(a) shows the

photograph of the reference chip whose active area is occupying 3500m//2 and Fig. 5.9(b)

shows its Vref waveform as well as the output sync pulse. On every chip, we made three

types of references. One sample is adjusted to give a minimum temperature drift. For a

minimum temperature drift, the optimum values of the second-order temperature compen

sated V^ at 25° C and FVf are found to be 1.192 Vand 6\mV, respectively. The nominal

value of the first-order temperature compensated Vref is around 1.256 V which is a little

lower than the theoretical value predicted by (3.65). Estimating from the measured data

based on (3.65), (3.71) and (3.74), the parameters VgoU Vgo2 and y-ot necessary for speci

fying the prototype bandgap reference are approximately 1.181 Vy 1.158V and 2.623, respec

tively. No effort has been made to adjust the temperature coefficients of the other 6 sam

ples except setting the nominal voltages which are obtained from the first sample. The

measured temperature coefficients of 7 samples from one wafer are listed in Table XV.



(a)

(1)

(2)
Vref

(b)

Fig. 5.9- (a) Experimental prototype chip and (b) output wave
forms : (l) output synchronization clock and (2) the
reference output.
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TEMPERATURE

Fig. 5.10. Temperature variations of three types of reference out
put voltages.
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TABLE XV

STATISTICS OF MEASURED TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
OF 7 SAMPLES ippm°C)

Mean Dev. Min. Max.

0to70°C;

105 43 42Type I 167

Type II 22.3 10.8 11.1 42

Type III 13.1 7.1 5.6 25.7

-55 to 125° C

185 56.5 107Type I 273

Type'II 35.1 18.8 17.6 66.7

Type III 25.6 10.5 12.1 39.9
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The Type I reference is the internal voltage V0 in Fig. 4.3 which is used to generate the

temperature-independent current I0. The voltage V0 represents a conventional CMOS

bandgap reference without any consideration for the second-order effects. The Type II

reference is the offset-canceled first-order temperature compensated bandgap reference

which has the base current and the base resistance cancellations. The Type III reference is

the curvature-compensated bandgap reference which has all the cancellations discussed so

far. Note that the offset cancellation and the first-order compensation of rb and 0 effects

have already brought a factor of 5 improvement over the conventional approach in the

achieved temperature stability. By the curvature compensation, we get a factor of 2

further improvement. In fact, the curvature compensation does not improve a tempera

ture stability significantly as predicted in Fig. 3.4. This implies that that the uncertainty

due to the process variation amounts to \0ppm/°C as discussed in Section 4.3 and the best

achievable temperature coefficient in CMOS technology is mainly limited by the process

variation not by the temperature compensation technique. Individual temperature
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Fig. 5.11. Chip-to-chip process variations
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TABLE XVI

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

Kef 1.192^ ± lmKat25°C

T.C. See TABLE XV

Power 12"15m W with ± 5 V Supply

Load \00pF Capucitor

Cycle Time 5fis

+PSRR >50dB iDC)

-PSRR >60dB iDC)

Clock RR >15dB

Output Noise 400mM5CO*//z)
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coefficient can be trimmed and minimized below \tppm/°C through the adjustment of the

ratio of 7r//0. However, reliable and consistent process development has to precede

because individual temperature trimmings are expensive. Fig. 5.10 compares graphically

those three optimally compensated bandgap references. The typical drifts of the last two

references due to the process variation are illustrated in Figs. 5.11(a) and (b), respectively.

The measured performance of the prototype reference is listed in the Table XVI. To

improve the power supply rejection ratio (PSRR), the base of all the pnp transistors should

be biased constant relative to the negative supply line. Otherwise, the base width modula

tion (Early effect) will limit the PSRR of the reference.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation consists of two works. One is the theoretical analysis of the ion-

implantation effect on the device threshold voltage so as to locate the problems in imple

menting an NMOS voltage source based on the threshold voltage difference. The other is

the implementation of a curvature-compensated switched-capacitor CMOS bandgap refer

ence whose performance approaches the theoretical limit with a lower production spread

than the existing CMOS BGR implementations.

In the first part of the work, the analytically simple equations are developed for the

analysis of the temperature drift of the IGFET threshold voltage tailored by the ion-

implantation. The discovered facts from the theoretical analysis and the experimental

results are that each ion-implantation gives rise to two kinds of temperature variation. The

temperature drift associated with the potential drop across the gate oxide is controlled by

the body bias. However, the temperature drift associated with the channel to bulk built-in

potential is independent of the body bias. So as to minimize the temperature drift resulting

from the channel implantation, a shallow single implant is required, and IGFETs are

recommended to be operated with a low bias current and a high body bias, and if feasible,

the changes in the bias current, the body bias and the drain-source voltage are to be kept

constant.

In the second part of the work, a prototype curvature-compensated monolithic CMOS

bandgap reference, which achieves a temperature stability on the order of \0ppm/°C over

the commercial temperature range without thin-film resistors and a precision laser trim

ming, is fabricated. The design features a curvature compensation, a simple trim up to

12-bit accuracy and a complete cancellation of the offset and the long-term offset drift of a

CMOS op amp. A reference voltage is obtained by systematically adding the first-order and
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the second-order temperature compensation voltages separately to the forward-biased diode

voltage. Each temperature compensation voltage can be adjusted individually to minimize

the reference output temperature drift and the reference output voltage can be set easily in

the same manner as in the bipolar bandgap reference employing a room temperature trim

procedure. The proposed reference can operate synchronously with other elements or the

data acquisition systems of a 10"12-bit accuracy.
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APPENDIX I

MOS Threshold Voltages : Special Case of Step Profiles

In this appendix, the MOS threshold equations described in Section 2.2 are simplified

for the step implantation profiles of Fig. 2.6.

1. Enhancement Mode Devices

By equating the area in Fig. 2.4(c) to 4>£ + VSBy the depletion depth in the enhance

ment device is given by

l<*£ qNa Na

The threshold equation is from (2.1) and (2.2)

VTe - VFB + VSB + 4>£ - QdE/Qox

where

<t>c - — In
kT , Npeak-EK
q n-

QdE - - qNa,Xi - qNaXtf

and ail the other terms have their usual meanings.

For the unimplanted device, (1) and (4) becomes

x* " iHr(4>f + Vsb)qNa

QdE - -qNaxdE •

and

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

2. Depletion Mode Devices

For the doubly-implanted device, equating the amount of the depleted charges on

both sides of Xj as in Fig. 2.5(b) yields



iXj - X,)iNdl - Na, - Na) - (X, - Xj)iNai + Na) + iXdD - *,)#« .

Using (7) and equating the positive area of Fig. 2.5(c) to QD + Ksa, w« obtain

JNd,Xj - NaiX.)
Xl " iN* - tfa,)

2€sNai*D +^fl) NgNyNM - Xj)2
qiNdl - tfa/ - JVJW, - AU iNdi - TV* - #«)iNd, - tfa,)2
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(7)

(8)

Therefore, the threshold equation for the doubly-implanted device is from (2.1) and (2.2)

QdD (9)
TD - VfB + VSB + */>-**- Cox

where

fcf , Npeak-pNa
<PD - —In

nf

qiNdl- Na,-Na) 2
<PjT — 1 AJ ,

and all the other terms have their usual meanings.

For the depletion device, (8), (11) and (12) becomes

X* - X, -
2€sNai*D + V5B)

qiNdi-Na)Ndi

andQx —
qiNd,-Na) -

~~ <M
2c,

QdD - QWdi ~Na)X\ .

These threshold equations for the depletion device are the same as the equation proposed

by Sigmon [231 except the definition of the built-in potential. These equations also coin

cide with the equations widely used in the modeling of the depletion mode devices [631-

[651 and the buried channel CCDs (BCCDs) [661-1681. From (13), (14) and (15), and by

setting Nd-Nd,-Na, we can easily obtain the forms used by Huang [631-1641 ;

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)



Vjd -
qNdXjVFB +*o, +Vsb " ^-p-

where

1 - -i- +A
C " Cojt 2e,

and by El-Mansey [391 ;

td

where

C,

C2

Vfb+ iNd+Na)

1 [2<r«,Ar.iVrf<** + Vsb)?

N,

T- + -<~0X es

-1- +A
C0x 2«,

♦*
2q€sNaNdi*b, + KSfl)

iNd + yva)

<** + VSB)

iNd + JVa) C2

and
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(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

Huang [641 considered the channel saturation effect at the drain side of the IGFET to get

the value of C. Also, in the BCCD application, Haken [203 wrote the same equation in

the different form of

VTD - Vfb + **, + Vsb

qHdXj
2€,

-(
CqxXj

Even though they are expressed differently, (16), (17) and (21) are all identical.

(21)
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APPENDIX II

Intrinsic Carrier Concentration and Mobility

1. Effective Mass

An electron in a periodic potential is accelerated relative to the lattice in an applied

electric or magnetic field as if the mass of the electron were equal to an effective mass.

The motion of an electron in an energy band is described as a wave packet in an applied

electric fbld. Suppose that the wave packet is made up of the wave functions near a partic

ular wave vector fc, the group velocity vg of the wave packet is defined as

v .. da>- . I dE (D
* dk -fi dk

where 41 is the Planck constant (/?/2ir), o> is the angular frequency, and E is the energy.

Therefore, the time derivative of v^ yields

*V. _ 1 £L » I £l dk (2)
dt " ii dkdt 4i dk2 dt

Since ~p " T no,ds»the force F is &VQTi by
dt it

tf dvg

F ~ -?£-* G>
dk2

which assumes the form of the Newton's second law. We define the effective mass m* by

JL . J- £JL (4)
m* " ii2 dk2

2. Density of States

The energy band structure , i.e., the energy-momentum relationship of a crystalline

solid is obtained by the solution of the Schroedinger equation. The Bloch theorem states
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that if a potential energy in a crystal is periodic with the period of the lattice, the wave

functions satisfying the free-particle Schroedinger equation and the periodicity condition are

of the form of a traveling wave ;

0(7) - exp(/*r) <5>

where T is a space vector, the wave vector k satisfies

. n . 2w_ ^i£. ...

and similarly for ky and kz. L is the period of the x, y and z coordinates.

In the ground state of a system of N free electrons, the occupied states may be

represented as the points inside a sphere in the k space. The energy at the surface of the

sphere is the Fermi energy Ef. The wave vector at the Fermi energy surface has a magni

tude kf such that

*2k?
2m* '

k3

(6)

The total number of states in the volume of 4irkf/3 for the volume of (2ir/L)3 of the k-

space is

4nk?

N

(^
(7)

where the factor of 2 represents the two allowed values of the spin quantum number.

Using (7), the total number of states, JV, is related to the energy «£) by

£ . JL (2^)2/3 (8)
2m* V

where K-L3. Therefore, the number of states per unit energy, Z)(£), is from (8)

D(E) - JL *K - -Xri^) Em . (9)
uy ' V dE 2ir2 it2
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3. Intrinsic Carrier Concentration

The basic consideration of populating the allowed energy states with particles subject

to the PaulPs exclusion principle leads to a distribution function for electrons that is called

the Fermi-Dirac distribution of

/(£) " E-Er (10)1+exp(-=r^)

where Ef is a reference energy called the Fermi energy or level. The number of electrons

excited to the conduction band at T can be calculated in terms of the Fermi energy £/.

The energy £ is measured from the top of the valence band as shown in Fig. A.l. If

E-Ef >>kT is assumed for the conduction band ofasemiconductor at the temperature of

interest, the Fermi-Dirac distribution function reduces to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu

tion of

/(£) - exp(~~^-) . <1!>

This is valid only when f<<\ and represents the probability that a conduction electron

state is occupied. The Boltzmann function applies to the case that any number of electrons

may exist in the allowed state.

The energy of an electron in the conduction band is

£ - £• +£*L (12)
'* " 2m*tie

where /»** is the density-of-states effective mass of an electron. The same relationship

applies to a hole with the density-of-states effective mass m*dh. The density of states at £

is from (9)

DiE) ^(-^~-)3/2 (£-£,)l/2 for electrons



(a; lb) CO

Fig. A.l. (a) Energy Band, (b) Fermi distribution function
and (c) density of state function.
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" A<-^)3/2(-£),/2 for holes .
27T *n

Therefore, the electron concentration in the conduction band is given by

oo

n - [DiE)fiE)dE (14)

-, m*dekT.*n . Ef—Eg Ef—Eg.

where Nc (= 3.22xl0,9cm~3) is the effective density of states at the conduction band edge.

Similarly, the concentration of holes in the valence band is

o

p - J"/>(£)[l-/(£)]</£ (15)
—oo

~, m*dhkT.-,n . Ef , Ef

' 2(17F) exp(_ *r} ' A'expl_ If) •

where Nv (=s 1.83xl0,9cm~3) is the effective density of states at the valen:e band edge.

We multiply the expressions for n and p to obtain the equilibrium relation of

n? - np - 4(-^r)3(m^m^)3/2exp(-||;) (16)

= 1.5xl033r3exp(-^-)
where the approximation is from Morin [70].

The above equation holds in the presense of impurities as far as dopant densities are

moderate enough for the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function to be valid.

140

(13)

4. Mobility

At a low electric field, the drift velocity ~vd is proportional to the electric field strength

£ and the proportionality constant is defined as the mobility icm2/ V-sec) such that
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vd - pi . (17)

For the nonpolar semiconductors such as Si and Ge, there are two scattering mechanisms

which significantly affect the mobility. They are the scatterings due to the lattice vibration

and to the ionized impurities. The mobility due to the lattice scattering m/ is given by [42]

"' ' 7E?gm*><2ikT)»2 ' "W

where cu <100> is the longitudinal elastic constant which is approximately

1.67xl0,2<f>/rc —cm~2, E\g is the displacement of energy gap edge per unit lattice dilation,

and m* is the conductivity effective mass. The mobility due to the ionized impurities p., is

given by [71]

124(2ir)l/2€2(*r)3/2
\2ir€skT^ (19)

q2N>
Ntq>m*U2\ni\ +^££-)2

where .V, is the ionized impurity density and €s is the permittivity of Si.

The com bined mobility due to the above two scattering mechanisms is

1

1 1
+

A*/ Mi

(20)

(19) shows that the mobility decreases as the impurity concentration increases. Also for a

given impurity concentration, the electron mobility in (18) and (19) is larger than the hole

mobility because the effective mass of electrons is lighter than that of holes. In a lightly-

doped material, the mobility resulting from the ionized impurities is much higher than that

from the lattice vibration. The theoretical result (18) indicates that the mobility should

decrease in proportion to T~y2 when the lattice scattering is dominant. Experimentally,

mobilities varies from T~l 5to 7~3, with T~512 being common.
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APPENDIX HI

Input-Output Spectral Density Relation in a Linear System

The autocorrelation of a process Xit) is defined as

R^ir) - EXit + r)X'it) (1)

The spectral density SM is the Fourier transform of its autocorrelation R (t) ;

oo

Sia>) - fRiT)e-JaTdr . (2)
—oo

That is, the Fourier inversion formula gives the autocorrelation function of

oo

R(T) « J- fsimWdu . (3)

Then the average power (variance) of the process Xit) is

£|*(f)|2 - RiO) - ^~ fsia>)du> . (4)
lit r„

Consider a linear system with an impulse response of hit) as shown in Fig. A.2(a),

the output of the system due to the input xit) is given by

oo

y(t) - fxit-T)hir)dT . (5)
—oo

From (5), we have

oo

xitx)yit2) - Jxiti)xit2-r)hiT)dT . (6)
—oo

Taking the expected value of (6) yields

oo

R.yituh) - /*„(*,, t2-r)hir)dr (7)



1U3

Linear System

(a)

R xx

h(t2)
R xy

h(ti)
iyy

(b)

Fig. A.2. Linear system with an impulse response h(t) (a) and
its equivalent system (b).
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- Rxxhu h)* hit2)

where * stands for a convolution integral. From (5), we also have

oo

yitx)yit2) - fxitx-T)yit2)hir)dT . (8)
—oo

Also talcing the expected value of (8) yields

oo

R>yitu h) - /*<y(fr-T, t2)hir)dr (9)
—oo

- Rxyitu t2)* hitX) .

By combining (7) and (9), the autocorrelation of the output is given by a function of the

autocorrelation of the input;

Ryyitu h) - *«(/,, t2)* hit2)* hitx) (10)

- Rnituh)* hitx)* hit2) .

The interpretation of (10) is illustrated in Fig. A.2(b).
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APPENDIX IV

Test Fixture

The following external circuits are necessary to test the prototype reference because

the reference is clock-driven and the output Vnf is a pulse sequence :

1. Timing Circuit; to supply three non-overlapping clocks.

2. Nulling Circuit; to measure the pulse amplitude.

All circuits are made of CMOS ICs to avoid the interfacing problem between the analog

circuit and the digital logic.

Fig. A.3(a) shows the timing circuit which generates three non-overlapping clocks

with the duty cycles of 0.2, 0.2 and 0.3, respectively. Fig. A.3(b) shows the nullirg circuit.

For a fast slew, a fast settle and a high input impedance, the JFET-input op amp LF356N is

chosen. Measuring procedures are as follows:

1. Adjust the offset of Opl with Sx off.

2. Adjust the offset of Op2 with S2 off.

3. Measure Vca, by nulling Voul.

A diode is used to protect the op amp Opl from being overdriven.



Decimal Counter

0 13 4 6 7

(a)

ovCai

(b)

cik

Fig. A.3. Test circuits : (a) timing circuit and (b)
nulling circuit (comparison circuit).

11+6
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APPENDIX V

Self-Aligned Si-Gate CMOS Process 172]

1. Wafer Cleaning

2. Initial Oxidation (240nm)

-1000°C
Push/tf2/5/3Min.
Dry O2/5/10Min.
Wet 02/4/25Min.
Anneal/AT2/5/10Min.
Pull/W2/5/3Min.

3. Well Definition

- Photolithography : Mask #1
- Oxide etch : BHF/2Min. (HF/NHaF-I/S)
- Well implant: Phos./100teK/8°/1.5xl012
-Well Drive :1100° C

Push/AT2/4/3Min.
Dry O2/15/280Min.
1150°C
Drive/tf2:O2/3.5:15/720Min.
Anneal/iV2/4/20Min.
Pull/JV2/4/3Min.

4. Gate Oxidation (70nm)

- Oxide etch : 7Min. iHF/DI-l/5)
-Oxidation: 1000° C

Push/tf2/4/3Min.
Dry O2/6.5/80Min.
Anneal/AT2/4/10Min.
Pull/AT2/4/3Min.

- Nitride deposition : Ar//yStf/4(600mT/100mT)/60Min.

5. NMOS Active Definition

- Photolithography : Mask #2
- Nitride etch : Preheat//V2/1T/60W/70°C

Descum/O2/0.76T/10W/5Min.
Etch/SF6-O2/0.1T/15W
Purge/JV2/lT/3Min.

- Field implant: Boron/100KeV/101*
- Backside implant: £/y200/:eK/2xl015
-Drive: 1000° C



Push/AT2/4/3Min.
Dry O2/6.5/20Min.
Anneal/JV2/4/5Min.
Pull/tf2/4/3Min.

6. PMOS Active Definition

- Photolithography : Mask #3
- Nitride etch

7. Local Oxidation (800nm)

-920°C
Push/tf2/3/3Min.
Wet O2/l/420Min.
Anneal/AT2/4/20Min.
Pull/tf2/4/3Min.

7. Capacitor Definition

- Photolithography : Mask #4
- Nitride etch

- Oxide etch : BHF
- Plasma bake : N2/lT/60W/30Min.
- Capacitor implant: Phcs./50£eK/8xl0u
- Photoresist removal: Ash/02/lT/lGOW/3OMin.

8. Capacitor Oxidation (10nm)

-Oxidation: 1000° C
Push/Af2/4/3Min.
Dry 02/6.5/8OMin.
Anneal/tf2/4/10Min.
Pull/AT2/4/3Min.

- Nitride removal: Phos. Acid/155° C
- Threshold implant: Boron/50/k*75xlOn

9. Poly Deposition and Doping

- Deposition : S//ry600mT/26Min.
-Doping: 950° C

Push/tf2/4/3Min.
Dry 02:#2/2.5:5/5Min.
Add /*OCL3/6/30Min.
Anneal/JV2/4/5Min.
Pull/JV2/4/3Min.

10. N Poly Definition
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Deglaze
Photolithography : Mask #5
Poly etch
NMOS S/D implant: As/180teK/3xl015

11. P Poly Definition

- Photolithography : Mask #6
- Poly etch
- Plasma bake

- PMOS S/D implant: Boron/60^f/2xl015

12. Passivation

- CVD Deposition : Undoped/250/im
Doped/750/im (6% PSG oxide)

-Reflow:1050°C

Push/JV2/4/3Min.
Flow/02:P0CI3/2.5:6/lOMin.
Anneal/tf2/4/10Min.
Pull/tf2/4/3Min.

- Densification : 900° C

Push/tf2/4/3Min.
Densify/Wet 02/4/3OMin.
Anneal/tf2/4/5Min.
Pull/AT2/4/3Min.

13. Contact Definition

Photolithography: Mask #7
Oxide etch : Repeat etch (BHF) and bake (10min./130°C) cycle

14. Metallization i\p.m)

Palladium evaporation
Sintering: 300°C/15/5Min.
Palladium removal: Gold etchant/60sec

Jv7/4//60sec
RCAl/75°C/5Min.

Al evaporation

15. Metal Definition

• Photolithography : Mask #8
- Metal etch : Al Tpye A/40°C
• Backside Al evaporation (1pm)
- Sintering: 350°C/15/20Min.
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